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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of knowledge of results (KR)
compared to KR-with-goal-setting on selected tennis skills with three female collegiate
tennis players over the course of a competitive season. A goal-setting program was
designed using the goal attainment scaling procedure (Smith, 1988), where participants
generated numerical targets for their chosen components. A multiple-baseline, singlesubject design across behaviors replicated across participants was employed. Data were
examined by way of change in mean, level, and trend between baseline and first
intervention (KR), baseline and second intervention (KR-with-goal-setting), and first and
second intervention. All three participants provided with KR increased their mean
percentage scores across target skills compared to baseline. However, support for the
central hypothesis that KR-with-goal-setting would enhance performance over KR was
not consistent. The final KR-with-goal-setting intervention was administered to two of
the three participants. The third participant was unable to complete the study due to
injury. The findings suggest that the use of KR alone accounted for greater magnitude of
change for each skill than did KR-with-goal-setting. Social validation questionnaire
results indicated that participants believed that both KR and KR-with-goal-setting
facilitated their performance. The need for further research and suggestions in this area
was discussed.
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Introduction
Athletes who desire to excel often devote large amounts of time and energy in
training with the end goal of improving their performance in competition. However,
athletes may find it difficult to remain motivated during the many hours of performing
repetitive skill drills. A decrease in motivation may produce boredom and eventually
result in low levels of performance (Wolko, Hrycaiko, & Martin, 1993).
Knowledge of Results in Sport
A motivational tool that coaches believe improves performance of athletes is
performance feedback, also referred to as "Knowledge of Results"(KR)(Smith, 1993).
KR has been the focus of a large body of research (see Adams, 1987; Salmoni, Schmidt,
& Walter, 1984) and has been central to the study of motor learning and human
performance (Magill, 1993). KR refers to augmented feedback that comes from an
external source (e.g., coach, score, videotape) and provides the athlete with information
about the outcome of a performed skill (Magill, 1993). An example of KR in the sport of
tennis would be a "Fault!" call by a tennis umpire when a first service ball is hit beyond
the service box in a tennis match.
KR has been thought to facilitate performance in at least two ways. First, KR
provides information about a person's performance and thus may direct or guide the
person to correct for error in the next trial. Second, KR may facilitate performance by
motivating or energizing the person to exert more effort and continue striving toward a
goal (Fischman & Oxendine, 1993; Locke, Cartledge, & Koeppel, 1968; Magill, 1993).
Within the field of motor learning, some studies have supported the function of KR in
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directing and guiding behavior (Salmoni et al., 1984). However, support for the
motivational function of KR has been inconsistent (Salmoni et al., 1984). Some
investigators have specifically looked at the motivational role of KR in relation to task
performance (Locke et al. 1968; Locke, Shaw, Saari, & Latham, 1981).
A study by Locke et al. (1968) addressed the issue of the motivational role of KR.
These researchers were concerned with motivation as it affected level of task
performance. The review of studies by Locke et al. (1968), attempted to separate the
effects of KR from the effects of goal setting to determine whether KR directly influenced
performance or whether its effects were mediated by goal setting. Their conclusion,
however, was that most studies failed to separate the effects of KR from those of goal
setting. In addition, they mentioned that in those studies which separated the effects of
KR from those of goal setting, KR had no effect independent of goal setting. The review,
therefore, failed to ascertain whether KR alone (i.e., independent of goal setting)
functioned in a motivational capacity to enhance task performance.
Thirteen years later, Locke, Shaw, Saari, and Latham's, (1981) review of
laboratory and field studies on the effects of goal setting on task performance addressed
the issue of KR (feedback) and its influence on goal setting. Reviewing studies that
compared KR with specific difficult goals, KR with no specific goal and no-KR and no
goals, the investigators concluded that, "neither KR alone nor goals alone is sufficient to
improve performance. Both are necessary." (Locke et al., 1981, p. 135). Locke and
associates' (1981) conclusion was substantiated by Cummings Schwab, and Rosen
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(1971), Bandura and Cervone (1983) and Tubbs (1986). These researchers found KR
necessary for goal setting to effectively enhance performance.
Within the realm of sport, the study of KR effects on performance has been
studied in a variety of sport's tasks including: batting performance in baseball (Bram &
Feltz, 1995); hit-rate in ice-hockey (Anderson, Crowell, Doman, & Howard (1988);
rebounds, steals, turnovers in basketball (Swain & Jones, 1995); gymnastic beam skill
(Wolko et al., 1993); and forehand stroke performance (Little & McCullagh, 1989),
ground stroke performance (Christoffersen, 1990), and technical skill and ball control
(Hastings, 1996) in tennis. Results have been equivocal about the function of KR in
enhancing sport performance. Either KR alone enhanced performance (Anderson et al.,
1988; Hastings, 1996), KR failed to enhance performance on a task (Bram & Feltz, 1995;
Christoffersen, 1990; Little & McCullagh, 1989), or KR was not distinguished from the
effects of another intervention (Swain & Jones, 1995; Wolko et al., 1993).
Goal Setting
The value of KR combined with goal setting has been recognized in the sports
arena. Sport theorists and researchers have suggested combining KR with goal setting to
enhance athletic performance (Fischman & Oxendine, 1993; Magill, 1993; Smith, 1993).
For instance, in describing a characteristic approach to effective behavioral coaching,
Martin and Hrycaiko (1983) suggested that athletes should be encouraged to set goals and
to keep track of their own performance results (i.e., KR).
Goal setting alone has been used as a motivational approach to enhance
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performance in industrial/organizational settings (Swain & Jones, 1995) and has also
been shown to be an effective motivator for improving performance in the sport setting
(Magill, 1993). In view of the positive results of goal setting on performance in business
and industry, Locke and Latham (1985) assumed that there would be a similar outcome in
the sport and exercise fields. They believed that task performances in the
industrial/organizational settings were comparable with sport activities. That is, they
both involve mental and physical activity directed toward reaching a goal.
Since Locke and Latham's (1985) publication, research on goal setting in the
sporting arena has been popular (e.g., Boyce, 1990; Giannini et al., 1988; Hall & Byrne,
1988; Lerner & Locke, 1996; Weinberg, 1994; Weinberg, Bruya, Garland, & Jackson,
1990; Weinberg, Bruya, & Jackson, 1990; Weinberg, Bruya, Longino, & Jackson, 1988;
Weinberg, Burton, Yukelson, & Weingard, 1993; Weinberg & Weingard, 1993). The
primary focus of goal setting research has been goal specificity, goal difficulty and goal
proximity (Swain & Jones, 1995). Research into goal setting and its effects upon sport
performance has produced mixed results (Weinberg, 1994). Weinberg and Weigand
(1993) addressed three of the most problematic areas of criticisms of the sport psychology
goal setting literature. The areas of criticism are: 1) the failure of studies to assess
spontaneous goal setting by participants in the "do-best" condition, 2) the failure to
measure personal goals in assigned conditions, and 3) the failure to ascribe specific
difficult enough goals. Nevertheless, researchers agree that it is important to continue
investigations into goal setting so as to better understand how it operates in sport settings
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and how it influences performance in different sports (Weinberg, 1994).
Knowledge of Results with Goal Setting in Sport
Martin and Lumsden (1987) addressed the combined use of KR and goal setting in
sport and suggested a general motivational system that includes components of behavior
recordings, displaying KR, specific performance goal setting, and rewarding goal
attainment. The purpose of the system is to improve athletic performance (Wolko,
Hrycaiko, & Martin, 1993). In a study that utilized the general motivational system in
conjunction with standard coaching techniques, Wolko, Hrycaiko, and Martin (1993),
tried to increase the frequency of gymnastic beam skills during practices. Using a singlesubject design for the study, the KR and goal setting system produced an increase in
frequency of attempted routines and percentage of completed routines for all gymnasts
over-and-above baseline percentages. In addition, distinct differences were observed in
the treatment phase that consisted of participants setting private goals. Even with the
effect of KR combined with goal setting in the Wolko et al. (1993) study, they were not
able to differentiate between the effects of KR apart from goal setting.
Anderson and associates (1988) evaluated the effects of KR alone, as well as KRwith-goal-setting on hit-rate (i.e., hit per player per minute averaged for each game) of ice
hockey players across two consecutive seasons. Once KR-with-goal-setting was
implemented, an additional intervention (praise) was added. Satisfactory increases in
mean hit-rate were observed within seasons for players across both KR and KR-withgoal-setting phases. However, after examining the results more thoroughly, individual
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discrepancies in outcomes of interventions among participant groups within seasons
became apparent between baseline, KR and goal setting phases, across participant groups,
and between the two seasons. There were significant differences (i.e., increase) in mean
hit-rate across both seasons when comparing both KR and KR-with-goal-setting to
baseline scores. However, there were no significant differences (i.e., no increases) in
mean hit-rate when the KR intervention was compared to the KR-with-goal-setting
intervention for one group of participants (e.g., seniors). Within the second season there
was only an 11% increase in mean hit-rate score when KR intervention to KR-with-goalsetting intervention were compared. However, due to an unforeseen development (i.e.,
the announcement by the university of the discontinuation of the ice hockey program),
there was an immediate downward trend in hit-rate scores as well as a decrease in mean
hit-rate across all participants. The unforeseen development did not allow for KR-withgoal-setting intervention to be implemented for any substantial length of time to
determine if the intervention affected performance, over-and-above the KR intervention.
Summary
In summary, the motivational effect of KR alone on athletic performance has not
been well established within the literature. In contrast, KR combined with goal setting
has been demonstrated to have a positive effect on performance in some sports
(Anderson et al., 1988; Swain & Jones, 1995; Wolko et al., 1993). Nevertheless, given
the limited amount of empirical research conducted on the effects of KR alone compared
to KR-with-goal-setting in a variety of applied sport settings, it appears that further
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research should be conducted in other sport settings.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of KR alone and then KR
combined with goal setting in tennis. Furthermore, this study extended the use of singlesubject designs to sport settings as suggested by Wollman (1986), who asserted that
utilizing single-subject designs in research involving mental skill practice would help
researchers tailor specific programs for individuals in real-life athletic settings.
Specifically, this investigation studied the effects of KR alone compared to KRwith-goal-setting on the performance of selected tennis skills over the course of a
competitive season. Performance data were collected under match play conditions (i.e.,
intra-team practice matches). It was hypothesized that: 1) the mean of skill performance
would be higher in the KR condition compared to baseline performance; 2) the level of
skill performance would be higher in the KR condition compared to baseline
performance; 3) the mean of skill performance would be higher in KR-with-goal-setting
compared to baseline performance; 4) the level of skill performance would be higher in
KR-with-goal-setting compared to baseline performance; 5) the mean of skill
performance would be higher in KR-with-goal-setting compared to KR condition; 6) the
level of skill performance would be higher in KR-with-goal-setting compared to KR
condition; 7) the trend would increase in KR condition; and 8) the trend would increase in
KR-with-goal-setting condition.
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Method
Participants
Participants were three female NCAA Division I collegiate tennis players who
volunteered for this study. The approval of the West Virginia University Institutional
Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects was obtained (see Appendix A). A
written informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to the start of the study
(see Appendix B).
Participants were administered a demographic questionnaire designed by the
investigator. The following portrait of the participants was obtained: a) their mean age
was nineteen years; b) student classification consisted of one freshman, a sophomore, and
a junior; c) current playing positions on the tennis team were one, six, and eight; and d)
the mean number of playing competitive tennis was 6.5 years.
Research Design
For the purposes of this study, an A-B-C multiple-baseline design across
behaviors was utilized (Kazdin, 1982). The design was replicated across participants.
Baseline data (phase A) were gathered on all behaviors across all three participants.
Skills
Participants were instructed to choose three skills that they believed would benefit
their game the most when improved. Of the three skills chosen by the participants, the
experimenter selected two of three skills to be the primary behaviors targeted for change
within the study (see Appendix C). The primary behaviors chosen by all three
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participants included first serve and return of serve. During the course of the study the
interventions of KR (phase B) and KR-with-goal-setting (phase C) was applied to the
primary skills. A third skill, selected by the investigator, was charted for each participant
without their knowledge. The third skill served as a control baseline (i.e., no intervention
applied). The control conditions was implemented to assess whether each of the player's
performances in the targeted skills (e.g., first serve and return of serve) was a function of
the interventions and not a function of general improvement across the course of the
semester (Swain & Jones, 1995). The control condition for all participants was second
serve.
This study began at the start of the outdoor tennis season (i.e., March, 1997) and
ran through the end of the season (i.e., May, 1997). Participants skills were observed and
charted during intra-team match conditions. Intra-team matches consisted of: 1) one set
match (i.e., first to six games with a 12 point tie-breaker at 6-6 in games for the set), or 2)
a pro-set (i.e., first to eight games with a twelve point tie-breaker at 8-8 in games for the
set) played by all members of tennis team during regular tennis practice. Some matches
were played to determine position on the team line-up.
Variables. The dependent variable was the percentage of tennis balls successfully
rated as "in" versus "out" after being hit on first serve and return of serve within intrateam matches. The three levels of the independent variable were: 1) the baseline
condition, 2) the KR alone condition, and 3) the KR-with-goal-setting condition.
Instrumentation
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Performance. Performance on skills was measured by counting: 1) the number of
attempted first serves (i.e., to the deuce and add service block of the court); and 2) the
number of attempted return of serves (i.e., first or second serve return from both the
deuce and add side of the court), compared to the number of completed first serves and
return of serves that land successfully "in" the court of play (see Appendix D).
Thereafter, percentage scores were calculated by dividing the number of successful
strokes by attempted strokes then multiplying by 100 for each of the skills.
Definition of "first serve" is the first stroke used to start each point and can be hit
from the either the right side (deuce) or left side (ad) of the center mark on the baseline
(Payne, 1991). For the first serve to be count as "in" the ball has to bounce within the
designated service block.
The "second serve" is the second stroke used to start each point of a game should
the first serve be hit out of the designated service area. The second serve can be hit from
the either the right side (deuce) or left side (ad) of the center mark on the baseline (Payne,
1991). For the second serve to be count as "in" the ball has to bounce within the
designated service block.
The "return of serve" is the stroke used to return the serve of the opposing player
(Payne, 1991). The return of serve can be performed on either the right side or left side of
the baseline center mark. The return can be hit either off the forehand or backhand side
of the player. For the return of serve to be "in" the ball has to bounce within the singles
playing area of the opponent or be hit by the opponent before the ball bounces on the
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opponents side.
Recording. Reliability of observations was assessed prior to the study. A
recording sheet was used (see Appendix D) by both the investigator (primary observer)
and the assistant (secondary observer) to record the frequency of in balls for first serve
and return of serve skills. The assistant, who was knowledgeable about the sport of
tennis, was trained in the use of the recording sheet and together with the instructor
observed and rated three tennis matches played by voluntary tennis players. Thereafter,
using pre-recorded tennis matches, the investigator recorded the data (frequency of skills)
independently of the assistant until an interobserver reliability (IOR) agreement of > 90%
was reached. The point-by-point agreement ratio method of estimating IOR was used
since the data points are discrete opportunities ("in" and "out"). The IOR was calculated
by dividing the number of agreements on a skill or behavior (recorded by the observers)
by the total number of agreements plus disagreements on the skill or behavior and
multiplying by 100% (Kazdin, 1982). The Kappa (K) correlation statistic method that,
"provides an estimate of agreement between observers corrected for chance" (Kazdin,
1982, p. 66) based on the observed frequency of occurrence and nonoccurrence intervals,
was used together with the point-by-point ratio method (see Appendix E). The Kappa
method addresses the problem of chance agreement that might result from high
percentage agreements when using such methods as the point-by-point ratio method. To
check the reliability of observations, a weekly evaluation was conducted over the course
of the study to ensure that correct and consistent ratings of the scoring criteria had been
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maintained.
Goal Attainment Scaling. A goal attainment scale (GAS) was employed to
provide players with a specific method of establishing individually set long-term goal
statement that are considered realistic and attainable (Swain & Jones, 1995). The GAS
uses a 5-point scale that measures the participants long-term outcome expectations for
the KR-with-goal-setting intervention phase.
___________________________
Insert Table 1 about here
___________________________
Participants' responses potentially ranged from the "most unfavorable outcome" (-2) that
they could perform through to the "expected level of success" (0), to the "best expected
outcome" (+2) that they can perform with their skills by the end of the study. As seen in
Table 1, numerical values were assigned to each of the five scale labels.
The GAS was employed at the beginning of KR-with-goal-setting intervention
phase (C). Details of the GAS procedure are provided to participants in the phase C
section of administrative procedures.
Social Validity Questionnaire. Researchers have attempted to answer the call for
social validation of the treatment procedures used within single-subject studies by
assessing participants' reactions to treatment procedures and the practical importance of
behavior changes to the participant (Kendall, Hrycaiko, Martin, & Kendall, 1990; Swain
& Jones, 1995; Wolko, Hrycaiko, & Martin, 1993). Consequently, each participant was
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asked to complete a social validation questionnaire upon the completion of the study (see
Appendix F).
At the completion of the study, four questions, adapted from Swain and Jones
(1995), assessed participants' reaction to treatment procedures and experimental outcome
(i.e., participant satisfaction). The first three questions have a Likert-type response scale
asking: 1) "To what extent do you consider any of the performance changes that have
occurred (e.g., on first serve) to be significant?" with responses ranging from 1 (not at all
significant) to 7 (extremely significant); 2) "To what extent do you believe that KR
(feedback) contributed to enhancing your performance on skills?" with responses ranging
from 1 (not at all significant) to 7 (extremely significant); and 3) "To what extent do you
believe that KR-with-goal-setting contributed to enhancing your performance on skills?"
with the response for both questions ranging from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very much so).
Finally, an open ended question was given to the participants to obtain some additional
information about the impact of the interventions. The question read, "If you perceive the
KR and/or KR-with-Goal-Setting procedure affected your performance, why do you
believe this to be true?"
Administrative Procedures
Phase A - baseline. In the baseline phase, performance data (attempted versus
successful) on all skills were collected within the first few weeks of the university's
outdoor tennis season. A video camera was used to videotape participant's intra-team
matches when only one observer was present during multiple matches. Videotaping
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allowed unlimited replay of any of the matches to allow the observer to see and measure
the skills performed. The observer recorded: 1) the number of attempts of first serve,
return of serve, and second serve across participants, and 2) of the skills attempted, the
number that were successfully "in" the court. At the end of the matches, the observer
totaled the number of attempts and successful performances for each of the skills and
calculate a percentage score of each skill in each match.
In order to avoid coaching support as a potential confounding error certain
procedures were implemented. First, the tennis team coaches were not allowed to know
the skills that each participant had selected. Participants performance results on all skills
were also kept confidential throughout the period of the study. Finally, coaches were not
allowed to track performance for any of the three participants on any of their tennis skills
for the benefit of giving KR feedback during the period of the study. All participants
prior to the study were accustomed to their coaches charting their performance on
selected skills and giving computer generated feedback on their performance.
Phase B - KR. After baseline performance reached a stable rate for at least two
skills within a participant, the KR intervention was applied to the first skill (Kazdin,
1982). Data continued to be gathered for each of the other skills that still remain within
baseline phase. Stability in baseline was determined by observing at least three or four
consecutive sessions in which individual performance on skill resulted in: 1) low
variability of data and no trend (i.e., horizontal), or 2) low variability of data and
downward trend, or 3) high variability with no discerning trend. KR intervention
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continued to be implemented across the other skills and participants when stability of data
points could be seen to occur within baseline phases.
The KR intervention phase consisted of the experimenter giving the participant
verbal as well as visual KR, in the form of a graph depicting the first percentage score of
the particular skill (received at the beginning of KR implementation), to the latest
percentage score (showing sequential percentage scores received during KR intervention).
_______________________________
Insert Figure 1 about here
_______________________________
KR was presented to the participant within 24 hours after the completion of each intrateam match. Participants were informed that the purpose of KR was to supply them with
information that could help promote improvements in match performance. Meticulous
care was taken by the experimenter to avoid any hint of encouragement and evaluation of
KR performance scores during this stage since this may confound the purpose of this
phase. Participants were told not to keep any written record of KR results given to them
throughout the entire KR intervention phase.
Phase C - KR-with-goal-setting. Once skill performance reached a stable rate in
the KR intervention, the second intervention of KR-with-goal-setting (phase C) was
administered to the participant. This procedure was continued until all participants
received the KR-with-goal-setting interventions on all primary skills.
At the start of phase C, the experimenter conducted individualized meetings with
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participants whose data had stabilized and were ready to move into the second
intervention phase. This phase consisted of teaching the participant about goal setting
using a handout (see Appendix G) and then formalizing individual short-term and longterm goals for each particular skill with the experimenter.
At that time the goal attainment scaling (GAS) procedure of establishing personal
long-term goals was implemented. Participants were given their individual preintervention mean performance score on a skill (achieved during the phase B) and based
upon their score, participants responded with setting their "most unfavorable outcome"
mean score (-2) through "expected level of success" (0) to their "best expected outcome"
mean score (+2) that they could possibly attain at the end (i.e., long-term goal) of the KR
with goal setting intervention phase (C).
_______________________________
Insert Table 1 about here
________________________________
The "expected level of success" (0) mean score was established by the participant
together with the experimenter and were calculated to be a specific percentage score
above the performance mean score achieved within phase B. Participants used the
"expected level of success" (0) mean score set on the GAS as their assigned long-term
goal. Prior to each match, participants were asked to set a short-term goal they believed
was specific and difficult yet realistic to eventually achieve their long-term goal for
example "My goal for today is 65% first serves in".
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During phase C, participants intra-team matches was observed by the
experimenter and/or secondary observers. KR was delivered to the participants in the
same manner described in phase B.
_______________________________
Insert Figure 2 about here
_______________________________
Goal evaluation was provided prior to each match, in which the experimenter helped each
participant examine the performance results of the previous match. If the short-term goal
was attained then a new short-term goal for the next match was established. However, if
the previous goal was not attained, the participant was allowed to retain the same goal or
adjust to a less difficult goal for the upcoming match. Throughout the course of phase C,
participants were encouraged to think about the long-term percentage goal that they set at
the expected level of success (0) and to focus on striving toward that goal. If the
participants attained their expected level of success (0) before the end of the study, they
were encouraged to then set short-term goals for the next level or more than expected
outcome (+1) .
At the completion of the study after all participants had completed phase C, each
participant completed the social validity questionnaire (see Appendix F). The social
validity questionnaire was given to the participants to assess participant's reaction to
interventions and experimental outcome.
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Data Analyses
The effectiveness of the two interventions in enhancing performance was analyzed
by visual inspection. Changes in mean, level, trend, and variability of the data for each of
the target skills across the phases (Kazdin, 1982) were noted by comparing: 1) baseline
(A) to first intervention (B); 2) first intervention (B) to second intervention (C); and 3)
baseline (A) to second intervention (C).
Visual inspection depends on many characteristics of the data but especially those
that pertain to the magnitude of the changes across phases and the rate of these changes
over time. Two characteristics related to magnitude are changes in mean and level. The
two characteristics related to rate are changes in trend, and variability (Kazdin, 1982).
Changes in mean across phases refer to shifts in the average rate of performance
across phases. To calculate the mean within each phase, each data point score (in each
phase) was added together and divided by the number of data points thereby giving an
average across the phase. Changes in level refer to the shift or discontinuity of
performance from the end of one phase to the beginning of the next phase. A change in
level is independent of the change in mean (Kazdin, 1982). A trend refers to the tendency
for performance to decrease or increase consistently over time (Kazdin, 1982). The
alteration of phases within the design may show that the direction of performance
changes as the intervention program is applied. To calculate the trend within each phase,
the data points were used to calculate the linear regression equation that illustrated the
slope of the line (e.g., up, down, horizontal) and the Y-axis intercept.
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Finally, variability refers to the fluctuation in a participant's performance over
time (Kazdin, 1982). Excessive variability in the data during baseline or other phases can
interfere with drawing conclusions about the treatment effects. As a general rule, the
greater the variability in the data (i.e., the more of a disparity observed between
performance scores within a particular phase), the more difficult it is to draw conclusions
about the effects of the intervention (Kazdin, 1982).
Participant's final mean score attained at the conclusion of phase C, for each skill,
was compared to the GAS rating (created before the start of phase C) to identify if any of
the expected levels of success set by participants had been attained for each skill. In other
words, did the participant experience improvement in performance over the course of the
final intervention (i.e., KR-with-goal-setting)?
Results
Reliability Evaluations
Interobserver reliability (IOR) was calculated by using the point-by-serial
agreement ratio method (Kazdin, 1982). Thereafter, the Kappa (K) correlation statistic
method was used to correct for "chance" agreement (Kazdin, 1982). The behaviors
observed on the three participants included the number of attempted first serves, return of
serves, and second serves, and of those attempted, the number that were completed "in"
was calculated as a percentage. A total of five IOR checks was completed over the
duration of the study yielding an average IOR of 97.4% with scores ranging from 96% to
100% using the point-by-serial method. Applying the Kappa method, the IOR ranged
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from 91.4% to 100% with an overall average of 94.2%.
________________________________
Insert Table 2 about here
________________________________
Intervention Effects
Participants performance on the two selected target skills as well as the control
skill (selected by the investigator) are shown in Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5.
_________________________________________________
Insert Figures 3, 4, and 5 about here
__________________________________________________
To evaluate the impact of the two interventions in enhancing performance, data
for each of the target skills were plotted on line graphs and were analyzed by: 1)
calculating the mean percentage rate for each of the target skills in each phase and noting
any shift in mean rate of performance across phases, 2) visual inspection of the change in
level of performance from the last day of baseline to the first day of KR phase and from
the last day of KR phase to the first day of KR-with-goal-setting, 3) visual inspection of
the change in trend (or slope) of performance across phases, and 4) visual inspection of
the changes in variability in the data (i.e., the disparity between the performance scores
within the phase) across phases.
Participant 1
Analysis of First Serve
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_______________________________
Insert Figure 6 about here
_______________________________
Mean performance. The mean within each phase, across skills, are represented by
a horizontal line. The mean for the first five data points within baseline phase is 56.8%,
the mean in KR phase is 69.4%, and the mean in the KR-with-goal-setting phase is 70.5%
(as seen in Figure 6). For the skill of first serve, Figure 6 displays a change in mean
across phases with an average increase of 12.5% more first serves "in" play from the
baseline to the KR phase and 1.1% more first serves "in" play from the KR to the KRwith-goal-setting phase.
Changes in level. For the first serve skill there was a change in level from the last
data point (42.8%) within the baseline phase to the first data point (63.4%)in the KR
phase. This resulted in a level change of 20.6%. Moreover, there was a 24.3% increase
in level change between the final data point (60.7%) in the KR phase to the first data
point (85%) in the KR-with-goal-setting phase. Level changes can be observed in Figure
6 which shows that whenever a new intervention was changed, the percentage points
assumed a new level (i.e., it increased).
______________________________
Insert Figure 7 about here
______________________________
Trend. In this study trend refers to the pattern of the data that shows systematic
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changes in direction over time. Using a linear regression equation, the line clearly depicts
a negative or downward trend (y = 81.9 - 8.3[x]) of data points within the baseline phase
which then switches to a positive or upward trend (y = 60.5 + .9[x]) of data points within
the KR phase as seen in Figure 7. However, within the KR and goal setting phase there
was a return back to a downward trend (y = 101.7 - 1.9[x]) of data points.
Variability of data. A decrease in variability within a phase demonstrates stability
of the data and less fluctuation in the participants performance over time. The less the
variability in the data, the easier the evaluation of intervention effects is facilitated
(Kazdin, 1982). A decrease in variability from 265.9 in the baseline phase to 143.8 in the
KR phase was observed. In the KR-with-goal-setting phase, there was an increase in
variability to 182.8 from that of the KR phase. However, the variability in the KR-withgoal-setting phase was still less than that of the variability within the baseline phase as
seen in Figure 7.
Analysis of Return of Serve
________________________________
Insert Figure 6 about here
________________________________
Mean performance. Mean performance for return of serve increased 4.5% from
80.4% in the baseline phase, to 84.9% for the KR phase as seen in Figure 6. However,
there was a 8.9% decrease in mean performance from the KR phase to KR-with-goalsetting phase (76.3%).
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Change in level. There was an initial drop of 2.4% in level from the last data
point within the baseline phase of 78.2% to the first data point of 75.8% in the KR phase.
There was also a level drop from 86.3% of the final point in KR phase to 81.8% of the
first point in KR-with-goal-setting phase as seen in Figure 6. This represented a 4.5%
drop in level between the two phases.
_________________________________
Insert Figure 7 about here
__________________________________
Trend. Within the baseline phase, there was a upward trend in the regression line
(y = 76.9 + .6[x]) which continued into the KR phase (y = 78.5 + .5[x]). However, within
the KR-with-goal-setting phase a downward trend line resulted (y = 81.4 - .05[x]) as seen
in Figure 13.
Variability in data. Initially there was an increase in variability of 59.2 in the
baseline phase to 95.2 in the KR phase. However, within the KR-with-goal-setting phase
there was a decrease in variability to 59.7 as seen in Figure 7.
Control - Second Serve
______________________________
Insert Figure 8 about here
_______________________________
In addition to the above findings, trend lines within the target skills (i.e., first
serve and return of serve) were compared to the trend line within the control skill (i.e.,
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second serve). The purpose of this comparison was to show differences in performance
changes over time with the implementation of the interventions in target skills versus
performance change over time in the control skill (without interventions). As can be seen
in Figure 8, the trend lines vary across skills with a slight downward trend line across the
control (y = 91.1 - 0.01[x]) compared to an upward trend across the first serve skill (y =
59.9 + 0.6[x]) and a downward trend in the return of serve skill (y = 81.4 - 0.05[x]). The
difference in trend lines across the three skills suggests that the effects of the intervention
did not generalize across skills.
Results across Baselines.
There was a visible increase in mean performance at the implementation of KR
over baseline across first serve and return of serve for participant 1. However, there was
no change in level, trend, and variability demonstrated when KR was introduced across
baselines. No desired change in mean, level, trend, and variability was demonstrated
across baselines for KR-with-goal setting over KR. Finally, level change was the only
change demonstrated for KR-with-goal setting compared to the baseline phase across
skills.
GAS on First and Return of Serve.
The mean long-term goal set by participant 1, which was to be achieved within the
KR-with-goal-setting phase, was 80% for first serve and was 93% for return of serve.
See Table 1 of the GAS.
The mean score for first serve increased for participant 1 from the pre-intervention
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mean of 69.4% set within the KR phase to 70.5% within the KR-with-goal-setting phase.
This represented an increase of 1.1% more first serves in play from one intervention to
the other. However, participant 1 did not reach her goal.
For the return of serve skill, mean score decreased from pre-intervention mean of
84.9% to 76.3%, a drop of 8.6% in the percentage of balls in play from the KR phase to
the KR-with-goal-setting phase. Neither of the expected level outcome (0) for first serve
and return of serve by participant 1 were achieved within the KR-with-goal-setting phase.
Participant 2
Analysis of Return of Serve
Return of serve was the first skill for participant 2 to receive the KR intervention
since the baseline data demonstrated high variability and a downward trend in data points.
Since first serve demonstrated very little variability and no distinct trend, the first serve
baseline was used as the control for return of serve.
______________________________
Insert Figure 9 about here
_______________________________
Mean performance. Mean performance of return of serve increased from 83.3% in
the baseline phase, to 91.2% for the KR phase. This represented an increase of 7.9%
across the two phases. The inclusion of the KR-with-goal-setting intervention, resulted in
a drop of 3.2% in mean performance from that of the KR phase. Nevertheless, the mean
performance of 88% for the KR-with-goal-setting phase was still 4.7% higher than the
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mean performance of the baseline phase as seen in Figure 9.
Change in level. There was a slight increase of 1.8% in level from the final data
point of 88.8%, in baseline phase, to 90.6% in the KR phase as seen in Figure 9. After
the implementation of the KR-with-goal-setting phase, there was a level increase of
11.6% between the two phases (KR phase and KR-with-goal-setting phase).
____________________________________
Insert Figure 10 about here
____________________________________
Trend. A downward trend existed in the initial baseline phase (y = 86.8 - 1[x]).
The downward trend continued during the KR phase (y = 95.5 - .4[x]) as well as through
the KR-with-goal-setting phase (y = 169.4 - 5.4[x]) as seen in Figure 10.
Variability in data. Figure 10 shows a large amount of variability within baseline
phase (variability = 156). However, after the implementation of KR phase there was a
noticeable decrease in variability to 52.7. With the final intervention there was an
increase from 52.7 to 74.4.
Analysis of First Serve
_______________________________
Insert Figure 9 about here
_______________________________
Mean performance. Mean first serve performance increased from 50.9% in the
baseline phase, to 66.1% within the KR phase. This represented an increase of 15.1%
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from within baseline to KR. There was a further first serve mean performance increase of
3.6% within the KR-with-goal-setting phase (69.7%) over and above that of the KR
phase. The implementation of both interventions represented a joint increase of 18.8%
more first serves in play over the average for the baseline phase as seen in Figure 9.
Change in level. At the implementation of KR intervention there was a drop in
level of 2.9% from the last data point within the baseline phase (56.7%) to the first data
point in the KR phase (53.8%). However, there was a distinct increase of 26.6% in level
change from the KR phase (57.6%) to the first data point (84.2%) of KR-with-goalsetting as seen in Figure 9.
________________________________
Insert Figure 10 about here
________________________________
Trend. There was an upward trend within the baseline phase (y = 45.7 + .9[x]).
The upward trend continued throughout the KR phase (y = 47.9 + 1.4[x]). However,
within the final phase there was a downward trend (y = 234.5 - 10.3[x]) as seen in Figure
15. Time constraints (i.e., end of the tennis season) within the study permitted the
gathering of only three data points to be gathered during the final KR-with-goal-setting
phase.
Variability in data. Variability in data increased from within the baseline phase of
46.4 to 150 in the KR phase and continued to increase in the KR-with-goal-setting phase
to 157 as seen in Figure 10.
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Control - Second Serve
As seen in Figure 11, there was a downward trend across the control skill (y =
86.4 - 0.4[x]) compared to an upward trends across the first serve skill (y = 43.04 +
1.6[x]) and the return of serve skill (y = 85.6 + 0.2[x]). The difference in slope of the
trend lines between the control skill and the target skills demonstrated that the increase in
performance over time was due to the interventions alone and that improvement in one
skill did not generalize to other skills.
____________________________________
Insert Figure 11 about here
____________________________________
Results across Baselines
There was a visable increase in mean performance at the implementation of KR
over baseline across return of serve and first serve. However, there was no change in
level, trend, and variability demonstrated when KR was introduced across baselines.
Increase in level across baselines was the only change demonstrated for KR-with-goal
setting over KR, with no change seen in mean, trend, and variability. Finally, mean and
level change was the only change demonstrated for KR-with-goal setting across baselines.
GAS on First and Return of Serve.
The mean long-term goal set by participant 2, to be achieved within the KR-withgoal-setting phase, on first serve was 85% and on return of serve was 98%. See Table 1
of the GAS. The mean score for participant 2 on first serve increased from the "Pre-
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intervention mean" of 66.1% (set within the KR phase) to 69.7% within the KR-withgoal-setting phase. This represented an increase of 3.6% more first serves in play from
the KR phase to the KR-with-goal-setting phase.
For the return of serve skill, mean score decreased from pre-intervention mean of
91.2% to 88%. This represented a drop of 3.2% in the percentage of balls in play from
the KR to the KR-with-goal-setting phase. As with participant 1, neither of the expected
level outcome (0) set on the GAS for first serve and return of serve, by participant 2, were
achieved within the KR-with-goal-setting phase.
Participant 3
Visual Analysis of First Serve
Participant 3 was unable to move into the final KR-with-goal-setting phase, on
any of the skills, due to injury in her lower back caused by a fall. Despite this unfortunate
incident, the results achieved by participant 3 on her target skills were consistent with the
current KR versus no-KR literature (i.e., Anderson et al., 1988; Ayalon et al., 1992,
Lintern et al., 1990).
______________________________
Insert Figure 12 about here
_______________________________
Mean performance. There was a .5% increase in mean performance from the
baseline phase (43.8%) to the KR phase (44.3%) as seen in Figure 12.
Change in level. There was a 6% decrease in level change between the last data
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point in baseline (45.4%) and KR (39.4%) condition as seen in Figure 12.
______________________________
Insert Figure 13 about here
_______________________________
Trend. The regression line depicted an upward trend within the baseline phase (y
= 43.6 + .06[x]) and the trend continued upward through the KR phase (y = 31.7 + 1.6[x])
as seen in Figure 13.
Variability of data. The lowest variability among all data points of the study, was
achieved in the baseline phase of first serve for participant 3. The variability of data was
s = 3.4. Thereafter, there was a substantial increase in variability within the KR phase (s
= 227) as seen in Figure 13.
Visual Analysis of Return of Serves.
________________________________
Insert Figure 12 about here
_________________________________
Mean performance. Mean performance increased 9.8% from 69.8% in the
baseline phase, to 79.6% for the KR phase as seen in Figure 12.
Change in level. There is an immediate 18.5% increase in level from the end of
baseline phase (52.9%) to the implementation of the KR intervention (71.4%) as seen in
Figure 12.
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______________________________
Insert Figure 13 about here
_______________________________
Trend. Across the baseline phase, the regression line showed a downward trend in
data points (y = 77.1 - 1.8[x]), however, there was a distinct upward trend line within the
KR phase (y = 11.2 + 7.6[x]) as seem in Figure 13.
Variability of Data. There was a decrease in variability among data points within
the KR phase of s = 58.9 from the variability of data in the baseline phase (s = 200) as
seen in Figure 13.
Control - Second Serve
________________________________
Insert Figure 14 about here
_________________________________
As seen in Figure 14, all lines demonstrated an upward trend across all three
skills: the second serve (y = 51.5 + 0.9[x]); first serve (y = 41.7 + 0.4[x]); and return of
serve (y = 68.3 + 0.8[x]). It makes it difficult to attribute any performance improvement
in the target skills due to the interventions since improvement on skills may have come
about through other extraneous factors (i.e., increased practice time, participant in study,
maturation etc.) or because of the effect of the intervention generalizing across skills.
Results across Baselines
There was only one major change observed due to implementation of the KR
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compared the baseline phase, and that was the increase in mean performance across first
serve and return of serve. No other significant changes were observed in level, trend, and
variability across baselines for participant 3.
Social Validation
To socially validate the procedures and the results, participants 1 and 2 were given
a questionnaire to complete. Their feedback indicated that the participants had been
highly committed to improving their respective targeted behaviors. Both participants
commented that the study drew more "attention" to the skills and made them
"concentrate" more on the skills and the performance thereof. Participants reported that
they considered the performance changes on the two skills to be significant with the KR
(feedback) procedure having contributed to enhancing their performance on skills.
Likewise, on the following question participants said that KR-with-goal-setting
contributed to enhancing performance on skills.
In response to the open-ended question, all participants reacted favorably to both
intervention procedures. One participant said that her first serve percentage definitely
improved since the beginning of the study which in turn enhanced her confidence in her
skills, therefore, allowing her to perform better against her opponents. The other
participant reported that she had never set goals for herself before and setting short-term
and long-term goals made her strive constantly to achieve her goals.
Discussion
The purpose of this study was two-fold. The primary focus was to examine the
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effects of knowledge of results (KR) intervention compared to KR-with-goal-setting
intervention on the performance of tennis skills of Division I female intercollegiate tennis
players. The secondary purpose was to extend the use of single-subject design to evaluate
psychological interventions for enhancing performance in "real-life" athletic situations.
Examination of participants' results provided mixed support for the stated
hypotheses (see p. 7). For the first hypothesis, the results provided support for the
efficacy of KR intervention over baseline phase across baselines (i.e., first serve and
return of serve) for all participants. The effectiveness of KR intervention in enhancing
mean performance within skills was demonstrated when both first serve and return of
serve changed when and only when the intervention was introduced. The requirements
for multiple baseline design were clearly met in this regard. However, as for the second
hypothesis, no support was demonstrated for the effectiveness of KR over baseline across
first serve and return of serve skills for all participants.
For the third hypothesis, some support for the effectiveness of KR-with-goal
setting over baseline phase was not demonstrated for all participants. Participant 2 was
the only participant who demonstrated support for the effectiveness of KR-with-goal
setting in enhancing mean performance over baseline phase across return of serve and
first serve skills. The fourth hypothesis was only supported by the demonstration of level
change for KR-with-goal setting over baseline across skills for participant 2. No support
was demonstrated for the fifth hypothesis in that there was no increase in mean
performance of skills in the KR-with-goal setting compared to KR for all participants.
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The sixth hypothesis was only supported by level change in participant 2 within the KRwith-goal setting phase compared to KR across skills. Finally, both hypothesis seven and
eight were not supported by increasing trend across skills for all participants.
In light of these results, the increase in mean performance outcome of KR
intervention versus baseline (or no-KR) condition are consistent with the general KR
literature (Ayalon, Ben-Sira, & Tavi, 1992; Bilodeau, Bilodeau, & Schumsky, 1959;
Lintern, Roscoe, & Silier, 1990) as well as evidenced in sport specific KR literature
(Anderson et al., 1988). However, KR-with-goal-setting failed to conclusively
demonstrate a greater propensity to enhance athletic performance than KR alone. A
closer look at the mixed outcome of KR versus KR-with-goal-setting conditions brings
up some interesting issues that need to be examined. When comparing magnitude of
change (i.e., increase in mean percentage scores) from one intervention to the next, the
change in mean percentage was greater for KR intervention over baseline condition than
the magnitude of change in mean percentage for KR-with-goal-setting intervention over
baseline condition or that of KR-with-goal-setting intervention over KR intervention.
Anderson et al. (1988) reported similar results in which KR accounted for greater
magnitude of change in ice hockey players' performance than did KR-with-goal-setting.
Results from the present study and that of Anderson et al. (1988), seem to contradict
Locke et al. (1981) and others (Bandura & Cervone, 1983; Cummings et al., 1971; Locke
& Latham , 1985) who have suggested that KR together with goal setting is crucial to
improve performance. At this point, however, it is difficult to attribute the greater
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magnitude of change of KR versus KR-with-goal-setting to one particular factor.
Six possible factors may have contributed to the outcome of this study. These
contributing factors are described and recommendations are made for the future study of
KR and goal setting function. Following that discussion, the relevance and importance of
using single-subject designs in studying the effects of psychological interventions in the
applied sport setting is considered. In conclusion, the practical implications for coaches
and athletes regarding the importance of KR and goal setting in enhancing skill
performance among athletes are addressed.
Limitations for Research
First, a possible limitation is that participants may have set personal goals within
the KR phrase prior to the KR-with-goal-setting intervention being implemented. Via the
social validity questionnaire, participants indicated that KR facilitated their performance
by increasing attention and concentration in the performance of their skills. If
participants perceived the KR information given them as valuable and significant in the
execution of their skills, it may have led to the setting of personal goals (Cummings et al.,
1971) in the KR phase. Unfortunately, investigator did not determine (via questionnaire)
whether participants set their own goals during the KR phase. However, if participants
did set their own goals, the possible diffusion of goal setting intervention (in the KR
phase) would interfere with drawing accurate inference about the impact of KR-alone
treatment. Hence, this would constitute a threat to internal validity (i.e., diffusion of
treatment).
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It is not uncommon within goal setting literature to find participants that
spontaneously set personal goals when they were not supposed to (Weinberg & Weigand,
1993). Locke (1991) suggested two ways to prevent participants from setting goals, and
they are a) to not give any feedback, or b) change the time length of the feedback (i.e.,
participants cannot calculate the average score per game). Locke's first suggestion,
however, could not possibly be viable within this study since the KR phase requires
feedback to be given to participants. In addition, not giving any form of KR would be
almost impossible in a tennis setting because participants receive KR information
immediately after performing his/her skill (e.g., as seen in the serve going "in" or "out").
It is also important to note that eliminating KR, "creates an artificial setting which would
bear little resemblance to a real-world physical activity situation" (p. 92, Weinberg &
Weigand, 1993) thereby reducing the external validity of the findings.
As noted above, the internal validity of the study may have been threatened due to
the possible setting of goals by participants in KR prior to KR-with-goal-setting being
introduced within each baseline. Yet, another threat exists. This time the external
validity may have been jeopardize due to the possible generalization of goal setting
intervention across skills. The addition of goal setting together with KR within the first
skill baseline may have generalized and been implemented by the participant within their
second or third skill baselines prior to the allotted time when the intervention would
regularly be implemented. Upon reviewing the data for participant 1, one can infer that
goal setting treatment may have generalized from the first baseline to the other two
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baselines (as can be seen from the change in level in baselines 2 and 3 at the moment goal
setting was implemented in the first baseline). As for participant 2, it is not clear whether
goal setting generalized across baselines, even though, there was an increase in
performance in second baseline at the same time goal setting intervention was applied
within first baseline.
Second, another possible limitation is that the conditions surrounding the
introduction and implementation of the final phase may have adversely affected the
effectiveness of the KR-with-goal-setting treatment and may have threatened the internal
validity of the study. The introduction of KR-with-goal-setting treatment coincided with
the completion of the regular playing season. For participant 1, the introduction and
implementation of KR-with-goal setting intervention for first serve began just before the
conclusion of the regular season, but for return of serve, the KR-with-goal setting
intervention was implemented after the regular season had ended. As for participant 2,
the introduction and implementation of KR-with-goal setting intervention for both skill
also began after the regular season had finished.
The intra-team matches played after the completion of the tennis season were no
longer played for the purposes of team competition and ranking but only for the purposes
of the research study. Therefore, participants may have been less motivated and put forth
less effort to achieve their desired goals set during the KR-with-goal-setting phase than
compared to participants level of motivation and effort during the regular competitive
season in which the previous two phases were implemented. For both participant 1 and 2,
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the KR-with-goal setting intervention may not have been a strong enough intervention to
overcome the influences of the ending of a tennis seasons. The change in motivation
within participants during the final phase constitutes a threat to internal validity (i.e.,
threat of maturation).
As for the second condition, a majority of the data points gathered during the final
phase occurred in the weeks leading up to (and including) the end of semester
examinations for participants. The event of preparing for end of semester finals and
taking the exams, coinciding with the implementation of KR-with-goal-setting treatment
and may account for the pattern of data seen during the final phase. This constitutes a
possible threat to internal validity (i.e., history) of the study. Even though there was no
definite point (or level) drop in data points at the implementation of the final intervention
during this time, there was, however, a steady decline in performance as the semester
came to a close. Overall, experiencing these conditions that could possibly effect
treatment outcome, seem to be clear illustrations of the sort of problems that typify
applied field research.
Third, participants' level of playing ability (i.e., skill level) may have jeopardized
the effectiveness of the final intervention in further enhancing athletic performance.
Since participants were highly skilled athletes playing at the Division 1 level, it is
possible that they were already performing their skills (chosen for the study) approaching
near asymptotic levels. Participants may not have much room for improving performance
(unlike beginning level tennis players that would have much more room for improving
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skill performance) and any possible improvement of the skill may be very minute. Since
participants demonstrated improved mean performance in the KR condition (over
baseline), participants may have reached their asymptote and this would have left little
room, for further improvement of performance within the KR-with-goal-setting
condition.
Other investigators have also drawn attention to the limitation of trying to enhance
skill performance of elite level athletes (Anderson et al., 1988; Swain & Jones, 1995).
Nevertheless, even the slightest of improvements in skill performance by any elite or
highly skilled athletes, is worth it for it makes the difference between a winning or
loosing performance. The selection of highly skilled athletes does limit the
generalizability of these results across other levels of tennis players , thereby, constituting
a threat to external validity. It is likely that these results may only extend to athletes very
much like those used in this investigation.
Fourth, due to the time constraints of the tennis season, participants may not have
had sufficient time to fully implement and successfully complete the goal setting portion
of the final intervention. Participants may have needed more time to set goals and allow
the flexibility of set goals to take effect (Hall & Byrne, 1988). It was apparent to the
investigator, that the closer participants got to the end of the season the higher and more
difficult they set their short-term goals in order to reach their long-term "expected level
outcome" goals (set prior to the KR with goal setting phase). The short-term as well as
the long-term goals set may have been too unrealistic to achieve within the limited time
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that each participant had within the final KR-with-goal setting phase.
Fifth, the delay in time between the performance of the skill and KR given (i.e.,
KR delay) and the delay in time between KR and the next skill to be performed (i.e., postKR delay) may need to be addressed as a possible threat to the outcome of KR and KRwith-goal-setting treatments. Both effects of KR delay and post-KR delay on motor
learning performance have been studied at length in the motor learning literature (Magill,
1993). Yet, the effect of KR delay or post-KR delay, as a possible threat to the
performance for specific sport skills, have not even been considered among recent studies
in the sport and exercise arena (e.g., Bram & Feltz, 1995; Swain & Jones, 1995; Wolko et
al., 1993). In all likelihood, the little-to-no effect that KR delay and post-KR delay has
demonstrated within the motor learning literature (Salmoni et al., 1984), may be seen
within the effects on sport-specific performances. However, this has yet to be explored.
Finally, another variable which may confound the effect of KR or KR-with-goalsetting interventions is known as the Hawthorne effect. This effect refers to change in
performance by participants when they know that they are participating in an experiment
(Huck, Cormier, & Bounds, 1974). The Hawthorne effect is most operative immediately
after a routine is disturbed, however, the effect generally declines as participants become
acclimated to the new routine (Kendall et al., 1990). The multiple baseline design used in
the study provides an effective way to evaluate the interventions effect on performance of
skills over time and has the ability to rule out the Hawthorne effect by observing changes
in performance across baselines (Smith, 1988).
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Recommendations for Research
Since the results did not consistently support the assumption that KR-with-goalsetting would improve athletic performance over KR, certain recommendations are given
for future investigations.
First, a "reversal" phase should be incorporated within the original ABC design
used in this study. A reversal phase would be likened to the first phase (or baseline
phase) of the design in which no KR is presented to the participants. Changing the
original ABC design to an ABAC multiple baseline design with the inclusion of the
reversal (or A) phase would enable the investigator to better determine whether change in
data patterns (i.e., performance) can be attributed to the interventions (Kazdin, 1982).
However, adding a reversal phase the study would require a longer season during which
to gather data points since there would have been four phases of data collection. Either
the season for data collection would have to begin sooner or extend further past the time
that was available in the present study.
The addition of a reversal phase would test whether the level of performance
achieved within the KR phase would continue to drop during the reversal phase. The
desired outcome during the reversal phase would be for performance to drop and return to
the original baseline levels. As for comparing performances between the reversal phase
and KR-with-goal-setting phase, it would test whether performance departed from the
projected level of the reversal phase and increase within the KR-with-goal-setting phase.
More importantly, it would also test whether performance changes in the KR-with-goal-
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setting phase remains the same or increases compared to performance predicted from the
KR intervention phase.
The implementation of the reversal phase is essential in determining whether KRwith-goal-setting improves athletic performance and whether the improvement is
noticeably different than the KR-only intervention. If behavior changes when KR is first
introduced, reverts to or near baseline levels when KR in withdrawn, and again improves
when KR-with-goal-setting is implemented, the pattern of results would suggest rather
strongly that the interventions were responsible for change (Kazdin, 1982). In addition
the difference between magnitude of change in performance from baseline to KR and
magnitude of change in performance from reversal to KR-with-goal-setting will
demonstrate more clearly the impact of the KR-with-goal-setting intervention on
increasing skill performance versus the KR-alone intervention.
Another benefit of including the reversal phase, is to strengthen the multiple
baseline design and allow investigators to better detect KR or KR-with-goal-setting
intervention effects across skills. Investigators should be able to establish a relatively
strong causal inference about the relationship between the independent variables (of KR
and KR-with-goal-setting) and the dependent variable when the behavior in each phase
changes across skills. The recommended ABAC design would better demonstrate if in
fact there were transfer effects of intervention across skills when the intervention was
only implemented within the first skill (i.e., generalization of intervention).
Second, further comparative studies should be undertaken to assess whether the
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same effects of KR and KR-with-goal-setting would appear with non-skilled tennis
players as they did with highly skilled tennis players. These studies would help clarify
whether improvement in performance of skills may be more noticeable among non-elite
athletes than elite athletes. The ability level of the athletes within the present
investigation may have prevented goal setting effects from being observed, for
participants may have reached the limit of improvement in their performance of the skill
(i.e., encountered ceiling effects) prior to entering into the final KR-with-goal-setting
phase. Therefore, the use of non-elite athletes may show different observations than elite
athletes since non-elite athletes have more room to improve on skills.
A final recommendation is to extend the final phase and allow the KR-with-goalsetting intervention more time to take effect. Similarly, Giannini et al. (1988) stated that
the time frame for goal attainment has to be extended to allow for the necessary practice
required for sports skills to reach significant high level of performance. Given enough
time, participants may have the ability to modify their short-term and long-term goals so
that unattainable goals can be changed to make them more realistic and attainable (Gould,
1993).
In addition, the increased time within the final phase for KR-with-goal-setting to
take effect will also allow for more performance data points to be collected. A few extra
data points would provide increased confidence in determining whether the information
was sufficiently clear to ascertain whether there was or was not an emerging trend within
the final phase. There is no general rule about how long phases should be, yet, it is
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recommended that phases be approximately equal in duration (i.e., equal number of data
points in each phase)(Kazdin, 1982). However, practical considerations (such as the
completion of a tennis season) often places unforeseen constraints on the duration of
phases which is all part of doing applied research.
Single-subject designs have long been advocated for use by sport psychologists
(Bryan, 1987; Wollman, 1986). It is apparent that single-subject designs can provide a
sound framework on which to assess individual responses to sport psychology
interventions (Anderson et al., 1988; Kendall, Hrycaiko, Martin, & Kendall, 1990; Lerner
et al., 1996; Shambrook & Bull, 1996; Swain & Jones, 1995).
The development of high quality single-subject studies can play an integral role in
accumulating knowledge about the effects of psychological principles in the athletic
environment. However, continued methodological advances in single-subject design
procedures are needed to increase reliability and validity of these designs with the goal,
"to advance its credibility within the scientific community" (Lerner et al., 1996, p. 395).
Thus, the secondary purpose of this study was to extend the use of single-subject design
by utilizing a multiple baseline design to assess athletes' responses to sport psychology
intervention in applied settings. These contributing factors of the design are described
below.
The multiple baseline design across behaviors (or skills) appears to provide a
useful framework to evaluate the impact of KR and KR-with-goal-setting on performance
of individual athletes. The multiple baseline design across behaviors is seen as the most
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useful design for applied sport psychology research (Bryan, 1987). First, the design
requires repeated measurements of the main dependent variable across the study. The
ongoing assessment of the dependent variable allows the investigator to see the current
level of performance from baseline data compared to the direct impact on performance
due to the implementation of the independent variable(s) (Smith, 1988).
Second, the design ensures that all participants receive the intervention(s) within
each target skill. On the other hand, traditional between-group designs have participants
in control groups that are denied the intervention(s). Coaches and athletes consider such
a design (i.e., between-group design) to be unethical and unacceptable (Bryan, 1987).
However, a single-subject design in which all participants receive the intervention(s)
makes the design more acceptable to coaches and athletes since it is more of a "real-life"
situation (Hrycaiko & Martin, 1997).
Third, the design ensures that changes in behavior during intervention phases
provided measures of each individual athletes' performance. In contrast, traditional
between-group designs have results that are averaged within groups, which ignores the
impact of the intervention on the individual athlete (Bryan, 1987). Essentially, the singlesubject design used in this investigation allowed for the detection of minute changes in
performance for individual participants who might otherwise not have had performance
changes noticed in a traditional between-group design (Lerner et al., 1996; Shambrook &
Bull, 1996). Any changes in performance attributed to the intervention(s) are necessary
to detect, especially among elite level athletes who already perform their skill at a high
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level (Wollman, 1986). Among national and collegiate players, any improvement in
performance (no matter how small) could make the difference between winning and
losing or between making the team or not.
Finally, practical assessment of intervention effects is demonstrated via the social
validation questionnaire administered to the participants. The participants did indicate
that the study facilitated their performance by increasing their "attention" and
"concentration" in the performance of their skills. Furthermore, each participant's ratings
indicated that KR and KR-with-goal-setting contributed to enhancing their performance
on skills. Unfortunately, neither participant differentiated between which of the two
treatments they believed contributed more to enhancing their performance. One
participant reported that the process of setting specific short-term and long-term goals
made her constantly work to achieve them. These findings add support to other singlesubject studies that have reported increased attention, concentration and generated effort
as a function of goal-setting (Lerner et al., 1996; Swain & Jones, 1995). Knowing from
the athletes' own assessment (via the social validity questionnaire) that they felt like they
had performed better, "may be more important than whether the changes in performance
were statistically significant" (Bryan, 1987, p. 291).
Future investigations that are interested in direct replication (i.e., same procedure
with different participants) or systematic replication (i.e., same procedure with different
setting or behavior) of the present study may wish to consider the above mentioned
recommendations. It is the researchers' responsibility to carefully appraise each situation
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and choose the most appropriate design, bearing in mind the advantages and limitations
of each design. This should be done in order to maximize the accuracy of the conclusions
that would be drawn from the results.
Practical Implication for Coaches
and Athletes
Even with the above mentioned limitations, participants both scientifically (i.e.,
visual inspection) demonstrated improvement in their performance and practically (i.e.,
social validity evaluation) displayed an interest in the effectiveness of KR and KR-withgoal-setting interventions. Consequently, coaches and athletes may find the use of KR
and goal setting beneficial in the enhancement of athletic performance. Coaches desiring
to enhance their athletes' skill performance can implement a KR and goal setting
intervention program in four phases: a) the planning phase, b) the pretreatment (or
baseline) phase, c) the treatment phase, and d) the evaluation phase to ensure better future
match performance.
In the planning phase, the coach with the help of the athlete, aims to identify the
specific skill(s) in which the athlete wants to maintain or improve their performance. It is
essential that the athlete be made part of the skill selection process so that they feel
involved in the process to enhance their performance and that it is for their benefit rather
than that of their coaches alone (Smith, 1993). It is also necessary that the coach and
athlete identify the performance measures used to count the occurrences of the specific
skill(s). The measures can be either specific (e.g., number of baskets made) or global
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(e.g., percentage of passes made). The measures chosen should be measures of desired
skill performance (e.g., increased free-throw percentage) rather than undesired skill
performance (e.g., missed free-throw percentage) of the athletes. Measuring desired
behavior, allows the coach to be in a position of reinforcing skill improvement (Smith,
1993). Positive feedback on achieved levels of performance, will allow the athlete to
experience self-satisfaction and in turn further self-motivates the athlete to increase effort
and performance (Smith, 1993).
In the pretreatment phase, the specific skill(s) of the athlete are monitored to
determine their level of performance prior to the implementation of KR and goal setting
treatments. At the implementation of KR and goal setting treatments, skills continue to
be monitored. Specifically, with the implementation of goal setting portion of the
treatments, the athlete should be able to: 1) set specific goals; 2) set performance goals; 3)
set challenging goals; 4) set short-term goals and long-term goals; and 5) set practice
goals and competition goals.
Finally, in the follow-up or evaluation phase, the coach together with the athlete
will meet periodically to determine whether to continue with the goal(s) already set or
adjust the goal(s) that may be to unrealistic to achieve. The support of the coach during
this time demonstrates to the athlete the coaches commitment and dedication toward
excellence (Weinberg, 1988). Overall, for goal setting to work, it is vital that the athlete
view their goals as personally meaningful. Weinberg et al. (1990) stated that
performance depends on the nature of the individual and how motivated participants are
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to work toward their goal. A meaningful goal should ensure that the athlete will be more
motivated to want to achieve their goal no matter in what situation or condition they find
themselves.
Summary
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of knowledge of results
(KR) compared to KR-with-goal-setting on selected tennis skills with three female
collegiate tennis players over the course of a competitive season. A goal-setting program
was designed using the goal attainment scaling procedure (Smith, 1988), where
participants generated numerical targets for their chosen components. A multiplebaseline, single-subject design across behaviors replicated across participants was
employed. Data were examined by way of change in mean, level, and trend between
baseline and first intervention (KR), baseline and second intervention (KR-with-goalsetting), and first and second intervention. All three participants provided with KR
increased their mean percentage scores across target skills compared to baseline.
However, support for the central hypothesis that KR-with-goal-setting would enhance
performance over KR was not consistent. The final KR-with-goal-setting intervention
was administered to two of the three participants. The third participant was unable to
complete the study due to injury. The findings suggest that the use of KR alone
accounted for greater magnitude of change for each skill than did KR-with-goal-setting.
Social validation questionnaire results indicated that participants believed that both KR
and KR-with-goal-setting facilitated their performance. The need for further research and
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suggestions in this area was discussed.
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Table 1
Goal Attainability Scale
__________________________________________________________________
PIM
MUO LUO ELO MEO BAO
P
-2
-1
0
+1
+2
_________________________________________________________________
Participant 1
First Serve
69.4%
70% 75% 80% 84% 90%
Return of Serve
84.9%
89% 91% 93% 94.5% 96%
Mean long-term goal for First Serve was 80%
Mean long-term goal for Return of Serve was 93%
__________________________________________________________________
Participant 2
First Serve
66.1%
70% 80% 85% 87% 90%
Return of Serve
91.2%
93% 95% 98% 99% 100%
Mean long-term goal for First Serve was 85%
Mean long-term goal for Return of Serve 98%
__________________________________________________________________
Participant 3
Was unable to make it to the KR with goal setting phase due to injury.
__________________________________________________________________
Note. P = Pre-intervention mean; -2 = Most unfavorable outcome; -1 = Less unfavorable
outcome; 0 = Expected level outcome; +1 = More expected outcome; +2 = Best
anticipated outcome.
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Table 2
Interobserver Reliability
Observation Occurance/
NonOccurance
1
Occurance
Non-Occ.
2
Occ.
Non-Occ.
3
Occ.
Non-Occ.
4
Occ.
Non-Occ
5
Occ.
Non-Occ
Average

Rater #1

Rater #2

Point-byPoint

Kappa

53
35
39
25
57
33
85
35
38
7

53
37
39
24
57
32
85
35
38
7

96.5%

92.5%

96.8%

91.4%

97.7%

93.4%

98.3%

94%

100%

100%

97.4%

94.2%
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Figure 1. Verbal and visual KR given to participant prior to next match.
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Figure 2. Verbal and visual KR with goal setting given to a participant prior to
next match.
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Figure 3. Performance across skills for participant 1 within baseline, KR,
and KR with goal setting intervention.
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Figure 4. Performance across skills for participant 2 within baseline, KR, and KR
with goal setting intervention.
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Figure 5. Performance across skills for participant 3 within baseline and KR
intervention.
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Figure 6. Mean performance and level change across phases for participant 1 on
first serve and return of serve %.
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Figure 7. Trend and variability change across phases for participant 1 on first
serve and return of serve %.
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Figure 8. Trend line across skills for participant 1.
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Figure 9. Mean performance and level change across phases for participant 2 on
return of serve and first serve %.
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Figure 10. Trend and variability change across phases for participant 2 on
return of serve and first serve %.
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Figure 11. Trend line across skills for participant 2.
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Figure 12. Mean performance and level change across phases for participant 3 on
first serve and return of serve %.
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Figure 13. Trend and variability change across phases for participant 3 on first serve and
return of serve %.
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Figure 14. Trend line across skills for participant 3.
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Institutional Review Board Consent Form
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Appendix B
Participant Informed Consent
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Appendix C
Demographic Data and Interest Questionnaire
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WVU
Women’s Tennis
DEMOGRAPHIC ASSESSMENT:
1) Age:______years.
2) Classification:
Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

3) Current position on team: #________
4) Current years playing competitive tennis? ____ years.
NEEDS ASSESSMENT:
Please rank the skills, that you feel would most benefit your game, when improved.
1 = Most Important
Rating
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

2 = Important 3 = Somewhat Important

Stroke Percentage
First Serve
Second Serve
First Return of Serve
Second Return of Serve
First Volley
Approach Shot
Negative/Positive Emotional Outbursts
Other: 1)___________________
2)___________________
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Appendix D
Observer Scoring Sheet
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Scoring Sheet
Date:___/___/97
Participant:_____________________
Opponent Team:___________________
Time:_____________
Beginning Server: Participant or Opponent
Final Score: Participant or Opponent ____________________
fs or 2s or R: In = +
fs or 2s or R: Out = -

Point Won = W
Point Lost = L

fs

2s

R

w/ /
l

fs

2s

R

w/ /
l

fs

2s

R

w/ /
l

fs

2s

R

w/
l

1

fs

2s

R

w/ /
l

fs

2s

R

w/ /
l

fs

2s

R

w/ /
l

fs

2s

R

w/
l

2

fs

2s

R

w/ /
l

fs

2s

R

w/ /
l

fs

2s

R

w/ /
l

fs

2s

R

w/
l

3

fs

2s

R

w/ /
l

fs

2s

R

w/ /
l

fs

2s

R

w/ /
l

fs

2s

R

w/
l

4

fs

2s

R

w/ /
l

fs

2s

R

w/ /
l

fs

2s

R

w/ /
l

fs

2s

R

w/
l

5

fs

2s

R

w/ /
l

fs

2s

R

w/ /
l

fs

2s

R

w/ /
l

fs

2s

R

w/
l

6

fs

2s

R

w/ /
l

fs

2s

R

w/ /
l

fs

2s

R

w/ /
l

fs

2s

R

w/
l

fs = First Serve
2s = Second Serve

R = Return of Serve
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Appendix E
Inter-Observer Reliability
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Point-by-point Agreement Ratio Method

Agreement
___________________ X 100% =
Agreement + Disagreement

Key:

fs - first serve
R - return of serve
+ = "In" ball

fs

2s

2s - Second Serve
w/l - win point/lost point
- = "Out" ball

r

w/l

fs

2s

r

w/l

Ob1

+

w

+

+

l

Ob2

+

w

+

+

l

Ob1

+

l

-

w

Ob2

+

l

-

w

Observation Agreements =18
Observation Disagreements = 0

18
_________ X 100% = 100%
18 + 0
Inter-observer Reliability = 100%

Kappa (K) = Po + Pc
_________
1 - Pc
Po =

Agreements on Occur + Nonoccur
____________________________________________=
Total number of Agreements and Disagreements

9+7
______
16 + 0

Pc =

(Ob1 #Occur X Ob2 #Occur) + (Ob1 #Nonoccur X Ob2 #Nonoccur)
___________________________________________________________
# of Intervals squared

Pc =

(9 x 9) + (7 x 7)
__________________ =
16 x 16

Kappa =

Po - Pc
1 - .508
_______ =___________ = 1 or 100%
1 - Pc
1 - .508

=1

81 + 49
_______ = .508
256

Point-by-point method corrected for chance = 100% IOR.
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Appendix F
Social Validation Questionnaire
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Instructions: Read each statement carefully, then circle the appropriate number that best
answers the question. Please write any additional comments that you might have that
may explain your answer in more detail.
1) “To what extent do you consider any of the performance changes (e.g., on first serve)
that have occurred to be significant?”
Not at all
Significant
1

2

3

4

5

6

Extremely
Significant
7

Comment:_______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
2) “To what extent do you believe that KR (feedback) contributed to enhancing your
performance on skills?”
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5

6

Very much so
7

3) “To what extent do you believe that KR (feedback) with goal setting contributed to
enhancing your performance on skills?”
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5

6

Very much so
7

4) “If you perceive the KR and/or KR with goal setting procedure affected your
performance, why do you believe this to be true?”
Comment:_______________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
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Appendix G
Goal Setting Instructions
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Goal Setting
Definition of Goal Setting
"Identifying the task what you are attempting to accomplish or achieve and
attaining it in a specific time frame".
Purpose of Goal Setting:
* Goal setting provides you with: a) direction, b) motivation, c) increased effort, and d)
increased attention (i.e., concentration) to that direction.
* Your goals become the framework that guides your training and your competitions.
* Learning to set goals is one of the most powerful tools you can use to increase the level
of your performance. Your goals (whatever they may be) and the desire to achieve them
are what motivated you through the heat, humidity, win/losses, cramps, blisters.
Types of Goal to Set:
1) Set

Specific Goals (vs General Goals).

* Specific goals (e.g., improving ones first serve percentage to the deuce side) as been
shown to be more effective in enhancing performance than general "do your best" goals
(e.g., improving serve).

* Setting specific goals gives both direction and intensity of commitment to the task at
hand.
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Step by step to goal
Goal #1:_______________________________________________________
Define________________________________________________________
Step 1:________________________________________________________
Step 2:________________________________________________________
Step 3:________________________________________________________
2) Set Measurable Goals.
* Measurable goals allow you to set level at which you want to achieve.
* The goal to play more aggressive ... what does that mean? If we can hit the ball harder,
attack the net more, or hit your opponent on every change-over.
* Example of measurable goal is to “Improve my first serve percentage from 45% to 55%
in the next month”.
* With measurable goals you can tell when you have reached them.
3) Set Attainable and Realistic goals.
* For goals to be effective in enhancing performance they have to be challenging.
However, it is important that the goal be realistic as well as achievable (i.e., attainable)
rather than unrealistic.
* An unrealistic goal adds too much pressure on yourself to attain and may cause a
decrease of performance rather than the desired increase in motivation and performance.
* For example of unrealistic goal... “If you play number six on the team, it is an
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unrealistic goal to make it in professional tennis.”
* Example of an realistic and attainable goal ...
________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
4) Set Time Bound Goals (i.e., Short Term, Intermediate and Long Term Goals).
* Setting short term goals has the advantage over setting long term goals because:
a) they provide immediate feedback on how you are progressing,
b) they provide you with the opportunity to alter the goal as the situation changes
(i.e., when a goal is achieved before the appointed time), and
c) they provide immediate motivation when goal is attained.
* However, setting short term goals (e.g., improving first serve percentage in this week)
should ultimately lead to attaining some long term goals as well (e.g., Consistent first
serve percentage of 60% by the end of the year).

Goal Tending
30 day goals
Definition
________________________________________________________________
6 month goals
Definition
________________________________________________________________
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1 year goals
Definition
________________________________________________________________

S.M.A.R.T
Common Mistakes when setting goals:
1) Setting Outcome goals instead of Performance Goals.

* Setting a performance goal is when you decide to improve your own performance
compared to your last performance (e.g., improving ones first serve percentage from 50%
to 60%).
* An outcome goal is based on comparing your performance with someone else’s (i.e., to
the competitor) or focusing on the end result of a competitive match (e.g., winning the
tournament).
* Athletes should set performance goals rather than outcome goals.
* Setting performance goals allows you to set your own goals using your performance as
a standard rather than your opponent.
* The good thing about performance goals is that they, " are not based on whether
you win or lose but whether you reach a specific level of performance".
Example:_________________________________________________________
2) Setting Competition Goals only.
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* Since tennis players spend more time practicing than in competing, it is important that
goal setting be applied to practice sessions as well as competitive situations.
* Often goal setting has been solely used to improve performance in competitive
situations.
* Setting goals for practice times may function in further motivating players, since many
long hours of practice without a purpose can be boring.
Example:_________________________________________________________
3) Setting Negative goals (than positive goals).
* It is beneficial to set positive goals to attain (e.g., improve first serve percentage), rather
than set negative goal to avoid (e.g., reduce the amount of double faults).
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Review of Literature
The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature related to knowledge of
results (KR) and goal setting. A review of research will be presented concerning the use
of techniques of KR and goal setting within sport and how these techniques are useful in
enhancing athlete performance. The following major topical areas will be reviewed: 1)
knowledge of results, 2) goal setting, and 3) knowledge of results and goal setting in sport
and tennis.
Knowledge of Results
A great deal of effort has been directed to the study of feedback and its role in the
learning of motor skills and human performance (Magill, 1993). Feedback is defined as,
"the information athletes receive about their performance" (Fischman & Oxendine, 1993,
p.18). There are two principal forms of feedback: 1) sensory (or intrinsic) feedback and
2) augmented (or extrinsic) feedback. Sensory feedback describes that type of
information that comes from the persons own senses (e.g., visual, auditory,
proprioreceptive, tactile). Augmented feedback is information obtained from some
external source such as a coach, teammate, videotape, or score and is usually provided
during and/or after the person has performed their skill.
One type of augmented feedback that is related to human performance is
knowledge of results (or KR). KR is information received from an external source (e.g.,
an umpire) that informs the athlete (e.g., a tennis player) performing the skill about the
outcome of the skill (e.g., in vs. out; score). To understand how KR effects performance,
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one has to observe the function of KR in facilitating performance. A current review of
motor performance studies that address the function of KR on learning and performance
of skills follows.
Function of KR on Learning & Performance
KR has been thought to facilitate performance in at least two ways. First, KR
provides information about a person's performance and thus directs or guides the person
too correct for error in the next trial (Fischman & Oxendine, 1993; Locke, Cartledge, &
Koeppel, 1968; Magill, 1993). Second, KR may facilitate performance by motivating or
energizing the person to exert more effort and continue striving toward a goal (Fischman
& Oxendine, 1993; Locke et al., 1968; Magill, 1993).
Guidance roles of KR. The role of KR in guidance function has been
demonstrated in the literature (Adams, 1971; Salmoni, Schmidt, & Walter, 1984). Adams
(1971) described the guidance nature of KR in motor skill performance as a, "subject tries
a movement, is given KR, tries again on the next trial" (p. 122). In essence, KR provides
information about a response outcome of a skill and how a person uses the information to
direct and guide the next response with the goal to improve performance (Magill, 1993).
KR has been in a variety of studies examining: 1) absolute KR (i.e., KR given after every
trial) versus no-KR given (Ayalon, Ben-Sira, & Tavi, 1992; Bilodeau, Bilodeau, &
Schumsky, 1959; Lintern, Roscoe, & Silier, 1990; Stelmach, 1970); 2) summary/delay
KR (i.e., given after varying amounts of trials) versus absolute KR and/or no-KR given
(Carnahan, Vandervoort, & Swanson, 1996; Guadagnoli, Dornier, & Tandy, 1996;
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Schmidt, Young, Swinnen, & Shapiro, 1989); and 3) reduced frequency of KR versus
absolute KR and/or no-KR given (Winsten & Schmidt, 1990; Wulf, Horstmann, & Choi,
1995).
Bilodeau et al. (1959) assigned 160 participants to four KR conditions: 1) no-KR;
2) KR removed after two trials; 3) KR removed after six trials; and 4) KR given on every
trial. Their task was to displace a lever by a certain amount yet the movement could not
be seen by the participant. The experimenter verbally provided KR to the participant
after displacement of a lever by the participant. The participant's goal was to minimize
displacement error based on the KR feedback received. The Bilodeau et al., (1959) study
demonstrated that participants given KR on manual lever displacement task trials,
progressively decreased lever displacement errors. However, upon withdrawal of KR
from the trials, there was an immediate increase in error rates that occurred. Thereafter,
upon the introduction of KR to participants there was an immediate decrease in error rates
once again that matched the decrease in error rates for participants that were given KR in
every trial. Thus, providing KR allowed participants to learn the skills needed to correct
for error and guide future performance.
Stelmach (1970) studied the effects of providing KR to one group and withholding
KR from another group to compare reaction times on a discrete arm movement skill that
required participants to respond as fast as possible between releasing a key (that started a
timer) to touching another key to stop the time. Providing KR after each trial enhanced
performance in reaction time on the task (i.e., the KR group responded faster in learning
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the task than the no-KR group) (Stelmach, 1970). It is worth noting that even though the
KR group did learn to react quicker, both groups of KR and no-KR improved overall in
reaction time on the task.
Sixty-four flight-naive men participated in a study to examine the effects of
various flight displays, controls, and environmental factors in the acquisition and transfer
of aircraft landing skills (Lintern et al., 1990). The investigators found that providing KR
through constant visual display, increased prediction and guidance performance during
training on flight paths than when KR was denied. However, the authors noted that
providing constant KR led to a dependency of participants on the displays and controls.
This dependency could make it difficult for trainees to transfer their skills from one
control system to another, and thereby result in decreased performance (Lintern et al.,
1990).
Ayalon et al. (1992) tested the effects of KR and no-KR on performance of
Explosive Endurance Test (EET). The EET required a performer to perform 50 vertical
jumps with a three-second interval between jumps. KR was provided by showing the
height and number of jumps completed on a computer monitor in front of the performer.
All performers were given two tests with KR and two tests with no-KR. To ensure
validity of design, the EET was administered in random order and on different days.
Results showed a definite advantage for the KR condition over the no-KR condition. The
KR condition demonstrated a higher mean height jumped over trials than the no-KR
condition.
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Schmidt et al. (1989) tried to predict the optimal summary length of delayed-KR
in the acquisition and retention of skill. Summary KR altered in 1, 5, 10, and 15 trials
before KR was presented to participants performing a ballistic-timed task. Participants
were required to move a handle horizontally on a slide as quickly as possible. Increasing
the summary KR length (from 1 to 15 trials) produced larger error within the acquisition
phase of the study. However, in the retention phase (i.e., 48 hours after acquisition
phases), a near reversal in outcomes compared to the acquisition phase was observed.
The more trials before presenting KR, the fewer errors were produced in the retention
phase. It seemed that shortening the summary length of KR the more important it was in
learning the skill. However, the lengthening of summary KR aided in retaining what had
been learned (Schmidt et al., 1989).
Carnahan et al. (1996) studied the influence of summary KR on older adults
(mean = 75 yrs.) compared to younger adults (mean = 22.5 yrs.) on learning a computer
key pressing task in specific goal time. During the acquisition phase, which consisted of
50 trials, half the older group and half the young group were given absolute KR (100%)
after every trial and the remaining participants were given KR after every fifth trial (KR5). Thereafter, all participants received no-KR on any of the ten trials during the
retention phase. The results demonstrated greater temporal accuracy for the participants
that received absolute KR than the summary KR-5 participants. However, in the
retention phase both age groups benefited from the summary KR-5 by demonstrating
more accurate performance than the groups with absolute KR.
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Guadagnoli et al. (1996) examined the relationship between three various
summary KR lengths and task-related experience on finding the optimal length of
summary KR to provide the best acquisition and task retention performance. Participants
(18 male & 18 females) were selected into three summary groups: absolute KR, KR-5
(KR after every five trials), and KR-15 (KR after every fifteen trials). The task at hand,
required the participants to punch a padded force transducer to produce a predetermined
force registration on a computer screen. During the acquisition phase, participants went
through three days of training with the first day receiving 45 trials, the second day 150
trials, and the third day 300 trials. There were also three days of retention testing (24
hours after the acquisition sessions) where participants received 15 trials on the task with
no-KR given. Results demonstrated that those participants who received absolute KR
provided the best acquisition and retention performance on few practice trials. Further,
the more immediate KR during the early stages of learning provided guidance needed by
participants to understand the task. However, participants who received KR-5 and KR-15
yielded superior retention performance on later days after having had more practice trials.
The authors stated that participants receiving absolute KR grew dependent on the KR to
learn the task, whereas the other participants (KR-5 & KR-15) had to continue to develop
learning strategies thereby increasing retention performance.
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Winstein and Schmidt (1990) used a complex motor task to test reduced frequency
of KR versus continuous KR in enhancing motor performance skill. During the
acquisition phase, participants receiving reduced KR (33%) on trials performed more
errors on the task than participants who received KR (100%) after each trial. Further,
within the retention phase (i.e., 24 hours after the acquisition phase), participants who
received some KR outperformed those who received no-KR. However, it should be
noted that an increase in amounts of KR (66% or 100%) did not enhance participants'
retention performance compared to those who received 33% KR. Researchers attributed
the above result (i.e., no change as KR frequency increases) to the participant's
dependency on receiving 100% KR on every trial during the practice phase. Participants
who had received 100% KR on every trial (to enhance their performance in practice) had
no information to help them successfully perform the task when no-KR was given during
the retention test. Therefore, performance declined.
Wulf et al. (1995) found that participants in a golf putting exercise, who were
given only 50% KR (i.e., verbal feedback of distance from target zones) during
acquisition of the putting skill, demonstrated better retention of the putting skill
performance, 24 hours after having learned the skill, than participants given 100% KR
during the acquisition of the putting skill. Again this demonstrates that more KR is not
always essential to enhance motor skill performance. Thus, reducing the frequency of KR
feedback may benefits motor learning (Winstein & Schmidt, 1990).
In summary, the evidence cited above supports the proposed guidance hypothesis
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by Salmoni et al. (1984) which suggests that the use of KR has both beneficial effects and
detrimental effects in motor skill learning. Beneficial effects concern KR given on every
trial (i.e., absolute KR) in learning the motor skill during the acquisition phase. However,
there are detrimental effects of KR during the retention phase of the motor skill learning
process when KR is given on delayed trials (Carnahan et al., 1996; Guadagnoli et al.,
1996; Schmidt et al., 1989) or reduced frequency trials (Winstein & Schmidt, 1990; Wulf
et al., 1995). It seems that the learner develops a level of dependence with respect to the
amount of KR received.
Motivational roles of KR. The motivational role of KR has not been discussed as
much within the literature as the guidance role of KR (Salmoni et al., 1984). Arps (1920)
initially suggested that KR functions in a motivational capacity. His work demonstrated
an effort and attention directed toward the task based on the KR presented. Arps (1920)
had participants perform ergographic experiments which involved the task of lifting
weights with the middle finger. All participants received KR during and after completing
the task. When KR was given, participants would try harder, persist longer, and seem
more interested in their task. However, when KR was not given, participants tended to
become bored, reducing the amount of work and the rate of work done.
More recently, investigators have reviewed multiple studies addressing the
motivational role of KR (Locke et al., 1968; Locke, Shaw, Saari, & Latham 1981). Locke
and associates (1968) reviewed studies that focused on the motivational role of KR and
its function related to goal setting. The authors attempted to separate the effects of KR
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from the effects of goal setting to determine whether KR directly influences performance
or whether KR's effects were mediated by goal setting. However, the review yielded four
major categories that were confounded (i.e., could not separate out KR from goal setting)
either by: 1) explicit goal setting by experimenter; 2) implicit goal setting by participants;
3) goals were not even measured as occurring or not occurring; and 4) KR and goal
setting were separated by post hoc analysis. In a fifth category, Locke et al. (1968)
reviewed studies that compared KR only to KR with goal setting instructions. As a
result, no difference was found between the KR-only and the KR-with-goal-setting
groups. Locke and associates believed that two basic flaws existed within these studies:
1) the experimenters did not measure the KR only group to see if goal setting was
occurring and 2) KR was presented in a way that the probability of goal setting was high.
Apart from Locke et al. (1968) not being able to determine whether KR directly
influences performance, the investigators did support their hypothesis that suggested that
KR-only functioned as a motivator when the information received about outcome
performance was deemed important. Information deemed important resulted in
participants setting particular goals regarding that information. Further review of both
laboratory and field studies by Locke et al. (1981) examined KR and how it influenced
the effectiveness of goal setting. The authors concluded "neither KR alone nor goal
setting alone is sufficient to improve performance. Both are necessary." (Locke et al.,
1981, p. 135). The work of others has supported Locke and associates (1968, 1981)
findings that found KR was necessary together with goal setting to effect performance
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(Bandura & Cervone, 1983; Cummings, Schwab, & Rosen, 1971; Tubbs, 1986).
Tubbs (1986) conducted a meta-analysis of 87 studies that tested four hypotheses:
1) goal difficulty; 2) goal specificity; 3) participation in goal setting; and 4) feedback
(KR). With regards to feedback and its relation to performance together with goal
setting, the author examined the effect of feedback plus goal setting compared to goal
setting alone and found goal setting plus performance feedback to be better than goal
setting alone. Even though the feedback hypothesis was supported, Tubbs (1986)
suggested that more empirical research needed to be performed to confirm these findings
on the effects of feedback on goal setting.
In general , the literature has revealed agreement among several authors about the
motivational role of KR (Fischman & Oxendine, 1993; Locke et al., 1968; Magill, 1993;
Smith, 1993). However, results have been equivocal among studies that specifically
address the motivational role of KR alone separate from the effects of goal setting (Locke
et al., 1968; Locke et al., 1981). Therefore, the function of KR in facilitating task
performance has gathered strong support in the literature for the guidance role of KR.
However, support for the motivation role of KR has not been consistent because many of
the studies investigating motivational-KR have essentially been in association with goal
setting (Locke et al., 1968; Locke et al., 1981; Tubbs, 1986).
Goal Setting
Goal setting and its effect on performance have long been an area of study in
business settings (Locke, et al., 1981). Goal setting has developed into one of the most
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popular motivational techniques for enhancing performance in business settings
(Giannini, Weinberg, & Jackson, 1988). Goal setting has been defined as, "the setting out
to attain a specific standard of proficiency on a task, usually within a specific time"
(Locke et al., 1981, p. 145). Locke's et al. (1981) earlier development of the mechanistic
theory, looked at four ways in which goals influenced performance. First, goals are
believed to directed a person's attention and action to the task at hand. Second, goals help
increase practice effort toward the task. Third, goals help prolong effort toward the task.
Finally, new learning strategies often were employed through process of goal setting.
Recently, Locke and Latham (1990) set forth a goal setting theory that consisted of two
basic assumptions: 1) difficult goals result in a higher performance compared to easy
goals, and 2) specific difficult goals led to higher performance than "do-best" or no goals.
Due to the apparent benefits of goal setting performance in industry it was
assumed that there would be a similar outcome in the sport and exercise field. Locke and
Latham (1985) believed that goal-setting would be easier to apply in a sport setting since
the measure of individual performance is often easier in sport than in an organizational
setting. Unfortunately, some of Locke's propositions have not been supported in sport as
they have been in the industrial and organizational sector (Weinberg, 1994).
Nevertheless, the study of goal setting has continued due to be researched to better ,
"understand how goal setting operated in sport settings in order for it to enhance sport
performance effectively" (Hall, Weinberg, Jackson, 1987, p. 45). Several goal setting
studies have been conducted to examine the effects of goal setting on performance in
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sport.
Effects of Goal Setting on Performance in Sport
Effect of goal setting in the sporting arena is well documented (Weinberg, 1994).
A review of the literature reveals that research has focused predominantly on goal
specificity (e.g., Weinberg, Bruyn, & Jackson, 1985), goal difficulty (e..g., Hall et al.,
1987), and goal proximity (e.g., Boyce, 1990; Weinberg et al., 1985). The predominant
goal setting variables as well as a few other variables, which have been of interest in the
sport psychology literature, will be reviewed.
Goal Specificity and Performance. Several studies conducted in the sport and
exercise arenas found that groups setting specific goals increased performance versus 'doyour-best' groups. These studies involved archery (Barnett & Stanicek, 1979), grip
endurance (Hall et al., 1987), sit-ups (Weinberg, Bruya, Longino, & Jackson, 1988), and
basketball skills (Burton, 1989). Barnett and Stanicek (1979) assigned university students
enrolled in an archery class into two groups with group one setting specific goals (both
verbal and numerical goals) and group two not setting any goals. Results showed that the
group participating in goal setting was effective in increasing performance in the skill of
archery. An important observation made by Barnett and Stanicek (1979) was that more
students in the non-goal setting group dropped out of the course over the period of the
study. It was assumed that those in the goal setting group were more motivated and
interested in what they were doing due to setting goals than the non-goal setting group.
Hall et al., (1987) studied the effects of goal specificity and goal difficulty on a
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hand endurance performance task. The task required the participants to hold a hand
dynamometer at one-third maximum contraction as long as possible. Ninety-four male
university students were randomly assigned into three groups: 1) do best group, 2)
improve by 40 seconds, and 3) improve by 70 seconds. The performance levels were set
by calculating 15% to 25% range above the mean group score received during the pilot
study. Results supported previous industrial findings (Locke et al., 1981) in that
participants who set specific hard or challenging goals outperformed those in the control
group or do-best group. Participants in both goal groups (i.e., 40-s & 70-s) performed
significantly better on second trial than on the first trial. However, no significant
improvements in performance were found between the goal groups. An explanation
given by the authors as to the non-significant findings between the two groups was that
since more participants of the 40-s group reached their set goal (e.g., 68%) they may have
tried to attain the next higher goal. However, with the 70-s group only 46% of
participants reached their goal and the rest may have given up attempting to reach their
designated goal level.
Not all goal setting studies have revealed improvements of sport performance.
Some studies, looking at sit-ups (Weinberg et al., 1985; Weinberg, Bruya, Jackson, &
Garland, 1987), basketball shooting skills (Giannini et al., 1988), and grip strength
(Weinberg, Bruya, & Jackson, 1990) resulted in no significant observed differences in
performance between subjects given specific goals and those told to "do-their-best."
Giannini et al. (1988) explored differences in the strength of goal setting effects on
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basketball shooting skills of varying complexity. Subjects were divided into three goal
setting groups and two "do-your-best" groups. Significant difference was only found
between the competitive goal group and the "do-your-best" group without feedback. No
significant differences were found between the other two specific goal groups and the
"do-your-best" with feedback groups. Giannini et al. (1988) believed these results were
similar to another study (Weinberg et al., 1985) that found subjects in "do-your-best"
groups with feedback actually setting goals, therefore making it difficult to detect
differences between specific goal groups and "do-your-best" groups.
Weinberg et al. (1990) examined the effects of goal setting (e.g., goal difficulty
and specificity) and positive reinforcement on performance of a hand endurance task.
One hundred and twenty undergraduate students were randomly assigned to one of four
goal conditions: a) moderate difficult goals (40 seconds); b) difficult goals (80 seconds);
c) unrealistic goals (160 seconds); and d) do-best. Weinberg found no significant main
effect for goal setting condition between participants. The above results supported earlier
studies by Giannini et al. (1988), Weinberg et al. (1985), and Weinberg et al. (1987) that
participants setting specific goals do not necessarily enhance sport performance.
Goal Difficulty and Performance. Locke and Bryan (1967) and Locke (1968),
found that the more difficult yet realistic the goal the higher the level of performance.
This area of goal difficulty as it relates to sport is also plagued with inconsistent findings
as with goal specificity. Some studies revealed positive effects of goal difficulty on
performance (Hall et al., 1987; Lerner & Locke, 1995; Weinberg et al., 1988) and others
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showed no differences between goal difficulty groups and "do-your-best" groups
(Weinberg et al., 1990; Weinberg et al., 1987).
Lerner and Locke (1995) supported the notion of goal difficulty improving
performance in sport setting. The investigators studied the effects of goal setting, selfefficacy, competition, and personal traits on the performance of an endurance task (e.g.,
sit-ups). Seventy-five university physical education class participants were randomly
assigned to one of five conditions with three trial levels of sit-ups to perform in one
minute intervals: a) hard goals with competition (52, 51, and 48 sit-ups); b) medium goals
with competition (44, 43, and 38 sit-ups); c) hard goals with no competition (52, 51, and
48 sit-ups); d) medium goals with no competition (44, 43, and 38 sit-ups); and e) "dobest" group. Specifically, addressing the goal setting results of the study, findings show
that there was significant main effect for goal level on performance (p = .0001), thus,
supporting the notion that specific difficult goals would lead to higher level of
performance than "do-best" group.
In contrast, Weinberg et al. (1987) performed two almost identical experiments to
study the effects of unrealistic high goals on performance decrement using a sit-up task.
In the first experiment, 30 undergraduate students enrolled in a university fitness class
were randomly assigned to three goal conditions: 1) easy goals (15 sit-ups), 2) moderately
difficult goals (30 sit-ups), and 3) very difficult goals (45 sit-ups). All sit-ups were to be
performed in three minutes. In the second experiment, 123 participants were given the
same procedure as experiment one but there were changes of the goal conditions. The
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conditions were: very hard goals (40 sit-ups), highly improbable goals (60 sit-ups), and
"do-your-best" group. Results were consistent for both experiments in that there was
significant improvement in the number of sit-ups performed within groups over the
course of the five-week study. However, no difference was obtained from the results
between goal difficulty and "do-your-best" group conditions.
Locke et al. (1985) stated that some goals may be too difficult to achieve.
Therefore, they recommended that performers who set goals for themselves should strive
for goals that were difficult yet realistic. In contrast, some studies found no significant
differences in performance when using a variety of tasks of varying goal difficulties from
easy to unrealistic goals (Weinberg et al., 1990; Weinberg et al., 1987). In Weinberg's et
al. (1990) study, they had one group set realistic sit-up goals and the second group having
the unrealistic sit-up goals. No differences between the group's performance at various
levels of goal difficulty were observed. It was noted by Weinberg et al. (1990) that there
were some individuals, in the unrealistic goal group, who exhibited large performance
improvements while others showed no improvement and some even showed a slight
decrease in performance. Weinberg et al. (1990) stated that performance depended on the
nature of the individual and how motivated subjects were toward striving for their goal.
Experimenter-set vs. subject-set goals. Barnett and Stanicek (1979) assigned
participants to two groups: 1) setting self goals under the direction of the experimenter;
and 2) non-goal group that were told to "do-your-best" (but had the experimenter present
to discuss the development of the skill). Participants in the goal setting group, under the
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direction of the experimenter, did significantly out-score those participants in the nongoal group. Boyce (1990) also found that the experimenter-set goal group was superior in
shooting performance, than the "do-your-best" control group, even though, participants in
the control group revealed (in a post-study questionnaire) to having set their own personal
goals.
Other studies have looked more in-depth into the effects of personal sub-goals (or
short-term goals) or experimenter-set sub-goals and long-term goal setting on
performance. Locke et al. (1981) advocated the use of personal sub-goals to achieve task
mastery. Locke et al. (1981) found that sub-goals operated as a feedback tool to maintain
effort and enabling the performer to perceive success and build confidence by progressing
toward a long-term goal.
However, Hall and Byrne's (1988) investigation did not support Locke's et al.
(1981) hypothesis that subjects using subject-set sub-goals would perform better than
those with a combination of long-term and rigid experiment-set sub-goals and those
assigned only long-term goals. Hall and Byrne (1988) studied the effects of long-term
goals set either by the experimenter or by the participant on a three minute timed situp
endurance task. Fifty-four college students enrolled in weight training class were
randomly assigned into one of four conditions: 1) a long-term goal group (achieve 20%
goal by end of study period); 2) long-term with an experimenter set goal group (achieve
20% goal with experimenter setting 6.67% goal per/week); 3) long-term participant set
goal group (achieve 20% goal with participant setting goal per/week); Control group (do
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best). Results of this study, indicated that there was significant improvement in
performance of the task within the three goal conditions over the control condition.
However, no performance differences were found among any of the three long-term goal
groups and whether goals were set by experimenters or participants.
Boyce and Wayda (1994) studied the effects of three goal setting conditions: 1)
self-set goals; 2) an experimenter assigned goals; and 3) do best (control) and two levels
of self motivation (medium and high) on performance of leg press by 252 female
university students involved in weight training classes. Within the goal groups,
participants randomly assigned to the experimenter group were assigned a long-term goal
(which was considered 80% of the participants score for the twelve-week period) together
with an individual short-term goal for the week, and participants in the self-set group
were informed of the long-term goal and were required to set a short-term goal for the
week. Results exhibited that 11% of the control group, 23% of the self-set group, and
71% of the experimenter assigned goal group, achieved the long-term goal. In addition,
both assigned and self-set groups significantly outperformed the control group on leg
press performance. However, the assigned group was statistically superior in
performance for most of the trials than the self-set group. The rational given by the
author for these results were that the instructor assigned goals demonstrated to the
participants the instructor's confidence in the participant's ability to perform the task and
therefore increased the participant's self-confidence in task performance.
In summary, research has confirmed that goal setting has been effective in
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industry and organizational settings (Locke, 1968), however, goal setting does not seem
to have the same impact in the sports and exercise field as examined by Hall and Byrne
(1988) and later by Weinberg (1994). Reviews of the results of the goal setting variables
seem to question Locke's (1968) basic assumptions that goal specificity (Giannini et al.,
1988 and Weinberg et al., 1985) and goal difficulty (Weinberg et al., 1990; Weinberg et
al., 1987) will lead to better performance than no goals ("do-best").
Effects of KR and Goal Setting in Sport and Tennis
Hall et al., (1987) studied the effects of two forms of information feedback (e.g.,
concurrent-KR or terminal-KR) together with goal specificity and goal difficulty on a
hand endurance performance task. The task required the participants to hold a hand
dynamometer at one-third maximum contraction as long as possible. Ninety-four male
university students were randomly assigned into: 1) the do-best group; or 2) improve by
40 seconds; or 3) improve by 70 seconds and received either concurrent or terminal
feedback on their performance. Participants who received concurrent feedback had a
digital timer in front of them during the contraction exercise and the terminal feedback
group received their holding time at the end of the contraction period. Even though,
results showed significant improvement of performance between the first trail and second
trial for both the 40-s and 70-s goal setting groups over the do-best group, no significant
differences in performance between the two feedback groups were found. However,
significant results were found on the post-experimental questionnaire in which
participants indicated that concurrent feedback was more important, more helpful, and
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most often used during exercise than terminal feedback.
Anderson, Crowell, Doman, and Howard (1988) evaluated the effects of feedback
(KR), goal setting, and praise (i.e., verbal recognition of performance) on hit-rate of ice
hockey players across two consecutive seasons. Results of the investigation showed
increases in mean hit-rate (i.e., hit per minute per player averaged for each game) within
seasons for players who played both seasons across both feedback and goal setting
phases. Percentage of games won paralleled the increase of hit-rates within feedback and
goal setting phases for the season as did the goal setting and praise intervention phases of
the second season. It is noteworthy that the effects of feedback (KR) and of goal setting
across phases, participants, and seasons demonstrated an initial increase (in trend and
level) upon implementation of interventions and immediately dropped thereafter. Even
with the sudden drop after initial implementation of the treatments, the hit-rate stabilized
and was still higher than the previous intervention's mean hit-rate. Additional support for
the enhancement qualities of feedback and goal setting interventions can be seen by the
return to mean hit-rate among participants during the baseline phase of the second season
compared to the baseline phase in the first season.
Wolko, Hrycaiko, and Martin (1993), investigated the effects of standard coaching
techniques in combination with public self-regulation with goal setting or private selfregulation with goal setting. Using a single-subject alternate treatment design for the
study, the investigators had five gymnasts alternate between three phases: 1) coaches
goals and feedback (baseline phase); 2) coaches goals and public self-recording of results
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(treatment #1); and 3) athletes own goal setting and private self-recording of results
(treatment #2). Investigators noted that the frequency of attempted skill and percentage
of completed skill went up for all gymnasts at the implementation of the treatments after
baseline. In addition, distinct differences were seen in treatment number two (private
goal setting and regulation) as there was an increase in mean attempted skills, completed
skills, and percentage of completed skills over the other treatments.
Participants averaged nine more attempts (13% increase) at skill per practice in
private goal setting and regulation than the other treatment phases. Even though KR was
not mentioned specifically within the study, based on the information gathered from a
questionnaire given to participants after the study, the gymnasts "liked" the graphed
feedback received of attempted and completed skills and they "tried harder" in their skill
performance during both the private and public self-recording procedures (Wolko et al.,
1993).
Bram and Feltz (1995) studied the effects of KR-alone (without and goal setting
intervention) on the motivational factors (e.g., more enjoyment, satisfaction and
persistence) and batting performance of baseball players. In comparing those given
average batting contact feedback to those given traditionally average batting feedback and
those receiving no feedback, it was hypothesized that those given average batting contact
feedback would show improved batting efficacy, enjoyment of baseball, and greater total
batting averages. However, the authors' results did not support their hypotheses, thereby
failing to support KRs effect in enhancing batting performance.
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Using an A-B multiple-baseline design across subjects, Swain and Jones (1995)
studied the effects of a goal setting intervention in improving performance on specific
skills chosen by four players on a men's university basketball team. The specific skills
chosen by the players to work on, were: 1) offensive rebounds; 2) defensive rebounds; 3)
steals; and 4) turnovers. After gathering baseline data (i.e., mean performance score) on
each of the players on each of their skills, the goal setting intervention was implemented.
Implementation of the intervention consisted of all players generating a series of
numerical values (from -2 to +2) based on what the players considered the "most
unfavorable treatment outcome" (-2) through the expected level of treatment success (0)
to the "best anticipated treatment outcome" (+2) that they thought likely to achieve
compared to their original baseline mean performance score. The measurement used by
the authors is termed the Goal Attainment Scale (or GAS). GAS was implemented on the
recommendation of Smith (1988) who considered GAS as an approach that allows, "the
researcher to consider the specific needs of the individual case and helps to establish
goals at realistic and attainable levels" (Swain & Jones, 1995, p. 53).
Performance feedback (i.e., KR) was provided to each player after each game,
both graphically and verbally, of the achieved frequency of the specific skills. Results of
the investigation showed increase mean score change as well as trend change for players
whose target behavior included offensive rebounds, defensive rebounds, and steals. The
fourth participant, whose goal was to decrease the number of turnovers in a game, also
succeeded in decreasing the mean score of turnovers after the implementation. Finally,
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the authors stated that the motivational quality of goal setting resulted in performance
enhancement for three players (e.g., offensive rebounds, defensive rebounds and steals) in
that they attained their scores set at the "expected level of treatment success" (0) on the
GAS. However, the intervention failed to produce the same outcome for the player
concerned with decreasing turnovers. Nevertheless, findings from the post-intervention
questionnaire demonstrated that the player was increasingly motivated and that his
concentration had improved over the course of the intervention phase. According to the
authors, GAS, as a framework to structure the goals set (i.e., challenging but realistic),
was successful.
Lerner, Ostrow, Yura, and Etzel (1996) studied the effects of goal setting and
imagery training programs on the free-throwing performance of female collegiate
basketball players across an entire season. Employing a single-subject multiple baseline
design, participants were randomly assigned into one of three groups: goal setting group,
imagery group, or a combination of both goal setting and imagery group. During baseline
phase, participants had to shoot twenty free-throw during each practice session. Once
free-throw performance reached stability for any one participant (in each of the three
groups), the intervention was applied to that particular participant. Following the
intervention phases, participants entered a second baseline phase in which none of the
interventions were to be employed.
Results indicated that the goal setting intervention group was more successful in
increasing basketball free-throw performance than either the imagery intervention group
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or the combined intervention group. In actual fact there was a decline in free-throw
performance for participants in the imagery intervention group. According to the
responses on a questionnaire given to participants during the intervention phases, it
revealed that participants in the goal setting condition used their goal setting procedures
more frequently compared to participants in the other two conditions. The study,
however, did support the effectiveness of improving free-throw performance using goal
setting as an intervention. Participants expressed (via their log books) that goal setting
helped improve their free-throwing because it: 1) allowed them to set realistic goals, and
2) helped them concentrate specifically on the task of getting more baskets.
In the sport of tennis, coaches have traditionally been the principal source of
providing KR to athletes (Vicory, 1979). As such, coaches have noted the effectiveness
of KR in skill development (Peterson, 1981) and enhancing performance (Hall, 1980) in
the sport of tennis. However, to enhance accuracy and reliability of KR feedback to
coaches and players, microcomputers have been used to record and analyze tennis
matches (Hall, 1980). Vicory (1979) wanted to determine whether highly skilled
intercollegiate tennis players perceived the delayed augmented feedback to be useful
using a new microcomputer and tennis analysis system. A data analysis computer (Timed
Interval Categorical Observation Recorder - TICOR) to aide in analyzing the input data of
the observed tennis events of twelve participants and a questionnaire was developed to
test the perceptions of the participants in the usefulness of delayed augmented feedback.
Even though the author did not mention the type of augmented feedback in the study,
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gathering from the data collected for feedback (e.g., type of shot, placement of shot, the
outcome of shot), KR was part of the type of augmented feedback provided. Results
gleaned from the post-study questionnaire, administered after the final computer analyzed
data was given to the participants, demonstrated that the athletes perceived the delayed
feedback to be useful using the TICOR data analysis computer and tennis analysis system.
Apart from understanding the athletes perceived preferences for the type of strokes
played and the outcome information received as feedback, the study did not disclose KR's
effect on enhancing performance among the athletes themselves.
Little and McCullagh (1989) studied the effects of KR together with KP
(knowledge of performance) and motivational orientation (i.e., extrinsic or intrinsic
mastery) on the acquisition and performance of a tennis forehand stroke. Investigators
found that participants who received KR feedback (e.g., a ball is "in/out") did not perform
significantly better than participants who received KP feedback (e.g., "racket back
further") during the skill acquisition phase. In response to the result, the authors stated
that the novice level of participants was responsible for the low scores produced by
participants. The authors' prediction that participants who were extrinsically motivated
would score higher in the KR group than participants who were intrinsically motivated in
the KR group were not statistically supported in the study. However, the authors stated
that the data clearly supported that participants receiving KR feedback with extrinsic
mastery outperformed participants receiving KR feedback with intrinsic mastery.
Christoffersen (1990) similarly studied the effects of KR and KP on performance
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of an open motor skill such as the tennis ground stroke. During the four-week study, 26
beginning level college students enrolled in a Kinesiology tennis course were randomly
assigned to three groups: KP group (ground stroke performance was video recorded and
viewed by participant); KR group (ground stroke had to be hit to designated area for
points); and control group (received no feedback). The dependent variable to measure
performance of participants was a pre-post round-robin tennis tournament in which each
group played each other. Results of the study failed to reveal any significant difference
between the three treatment conditions. Neither KR nor KP was found to be effective in
the study.
However, various methodological flaws may have attributed to the latter study's
findings. First, the control group was told not to do anything to effect their tennis
performance (during the experimental period). However, the author did not investigate
whether any of the control group may have violated the author's command and practiced
during the time of the investigation. Second, the employment of participants to help with
certain skill (e.g., feed tennis balls) as well as with data collection (e.g., tally score) may
have helped confound the outcome of the study. The author failed to explain training
methods used to instruct beginning level participants to feed tennis balls adequately to
their own friends as well as the tallying procedure used to keep score for the KR group. It
would be very difficult for participants to keep objectivity during the study when they are
personally involved in friendship with fellow peers whom they are testing. Final, the
authors indicate that the four-week period of the study may have been too short a time for
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the interventions to have altered tennis performance significantly.
Davis (1991) assisted a female college tennis player to set specific, challenging
and measurable goals to enhance performance of tennis skills and mental skills.
Performance goals involved: a) hitting 50 ground strokes consecutively past the service
line; b) serving 70% of first serves in play; c) improving forehand returns of serve; d)
hitting two volleys per service game; and e) reducing consecutive service errors. The
psychological goals were aimed at: a) improving concentration; b) cope effectively with
negative thoughts; c) establish a pre-game preparation schedule; and d) becoming more
motivated. The single subject type design used by the investigator was appropriate for
this study since the enhancement program was for an individual participant and was
flexible enough to allow for changes to occur in the study as new interventions were
introduced out of problems that arose during the study (Davis, 1991). The author
incorporated both quantitative as well as qualitative analysis of data when analyzing the
effects of the strategies used within the study. Results of the study revealed satisfactory
progress in four out of the five performance goals. Only the goal of hitting 50 ground
strokes past the service line was not attained by the participant. Both self-report and
"game analysis" (i.e., counting number of games won, points won, skills performed) were
used to evaluate goal attainment for the performance goals. Results of the psychological
goals demonstrated that considerable progress was achieved in three of the four
psychological goals: 1) improved concentration; 2) coping with negative thoughts; and 3)
improved pregame preparation. Satisfactory progress on achieving the psychological
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goals was indicated by the information gleaned from the self-reporting log book of the
participant.
Daw and Burton (1994) developed a psychological skills training (PST) program
for collegiate tennis players comprising goal setting, imagery, and arousal regulation. A
case study, intra-team analysis and inter-team analysis, approaches were used to evaluate
the effectiveness of the PST program after the regular tennis season. Initially, the PST
program began with group sessions that were primarily educational in nature (i.e.,
teaching goal setting and imagery skills). Specifically, addressing the effectiveness of the
goal setting technique, an individual athlete utilized the technique to set three goals for
the season: 1) increase physical shape, 2) increase consistency and power, and 3) feeling
stronger mentally. The importance of goal setting was evident based on the postseason
evaluation of the athletes in which goal setting was thought to have helped considerably
in improving practice sessions. Goal setting (together with imagery and focusing) was
also rated most beneficial by high-committed players within the team on the postseason
evaluation response of the PST program. However, comparing PST program participants
and the non-PST program participants (control group), results were found to be
nonsignificant for most of the psychological variables including goal setting.
Hastings (1996) conducted a two-year pilot project to gauge the effects of tracking
performance feedback (or KR) on improved tennis player performance. He found that
beginning-level to low-intermediate tennis players improved their technical skill and ball
control by being given KR feedback. He further noted that all levels of tennis players,
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from beginners to more advanced players, were more motivated to improve their skills
once they began receiving KR feedback. This motivation was observed in that players
practiced more than the scheduled training class periods.
In summary, sport studies that have investigated the effects of KR and that of KRwith-goal-setting have produced equivocal findings. There has been both support for KRwith-goal-setting in improving performance (Anderson et al., 1988; Daw & Burton, 1994;
Swain & Jones, 1995; Wolko et al., 1993) as well as no support for KR (Christoffersen,
1990; Little & McCullagh, 1989) and KR-with-goal-setting (Hall et al., 1987) in
enhancing performance. More research investigations need to be conducted in order to
examine the effects of KR and KR-with-goal-setting on sport performance. This will
allow researchers as well as coaches and their athletes to better understand the benefits of
KR and goal setting on performance and how to effectively employ KR and goal setting
to achieve the best performance out in the sporting arena.
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